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1. The Problem and Purpose
Hawking is a traditional way of life in Chinese society. Many
Chinese are contented with small business and are accustomed to bargain-
ing. History tells us that hawking has long been an occupation in China.
It has also been a traditional retailing system which is vital to her
economy.
Hongkong is a typical Chinese society as more than 90 per cent
of her population are Chinese. No doubt, she has been undergoing rapid
changes in the impact of her urbanisation and industrialisation. It is
thus significant to ask: How does hawking, this way of Chinese life,
persist in such changes? What is the life pattern of hawkers in this
urban city? Answers to these questions will sharpen and deepen our
knowledge about the Chinese and Chinese society.
Semantic and cultural definition shows that hawkers are itin-
erant pedlars running from periodic markets to periodic markets or
streets to streets, selling their products. But hawkers in Hongkong
mean more than that. They are street traders who run their business
in a public place. The term covers itinerant pedlars and fixed pitch
stall or fixed pitch sellers on streets or in bazaarso(2)
People often have a stereotype that hawkers are poor and aged
men or women who can earn only a marginal living bg selling on streets.
(1)
2It is also felt that their children usually have little chance to
study and spend most of their time to help hawking. If this is
true, what influence will all these have over their children?
What do hawkers expect their.children to do in future? What are
the sociological implications of these answers to the area of
Chinese society studies? Current literatures on hawkers provide
no answers to such questions.
If we look at the problem from another angle, it is often
assumed that hawking is a refugee occupation in which people ent-
er because there are no other employment chances. With a small
amount of capital, one can start a hawking business to earn a liv-
ing. We want to find out to what extent this is true.
In some cases, hawking is regarded as a kind of social
welfare because some hawker licences are granted only to the dis-
abled.(3) Does this mean that hawking is a temporary job to this
group? Some other people observe that one becomes a hawker because
of individualistic and enterpreneurial value. Does this mean that
hawking is a permanent occupation to this group? We want to find
out the real meaning of hawking behind such social phenomena.
In order to get a better insight into such aspects of
hawking, the vegetable hawkers in Yaumati were selected for an in-
tensive study. A sample of hawkers, each represented a family,
were interviewed.
3In a nutshell, the general objective of this study is
threefold. It is to identify variables which motivate one to be-
come hawkers and thus reflect how the Chinese respond to alternat-
ive job options. The findings are to throw some light on the life
style and occupational mobility of them which may have special re-
levance to Chinese occupational sociology and behavioral science.
It will also look into their attitudes towards hawking and parent-
al aspiration for hawker children's future. Such results are use-
ful for making predications about hawking consequences.
2. The Population and the Setting
The latest Government statistics show that there are
70,000 hawkers in Hongkong. (4) They can be classified into many
categories according to the commodities they sell.
According to the 1971 field survey by the Social Research
Centre of the Chinese University, a total of 39.22 per cent of the
hawking population can be classified into market type hawkers---
street traders who sell vegetables, fish, meat and other raw food
stuff. About 50 per cent of this group are vegetable hawkers. (5)
These figures clearly reflect the social and economic
importance of vegetable hawkers in Hongkong. More important is
4that vegetable is one of the traditional commodities offered by
hawkers in any Chinese society. Even today, more than 80 per cent
of the locally consumed vegetables are distributed through hawkers
as there are few alternative retailing outlets.
Yaumati is a typical urban district in Hongkong which
covers tertiary planning units 2.1.1, 2.1.1+, 2.1.2, 2.2.5, 2.2.6,
and part of 2.2.3 as well as 2.2.1+ at the south-west of Kowloon
Peninsula. Unlike those newly developed districts such as Kwun
Tong or resettlement estates, Yaumati is a built-up residential
and commercial area which has a relatively long history of ecol-
ogical growth.
Kwun Tong's development has a history of only 19 years.
It becomes an important satellite town as a result of the Govern-
ment's implementation of its urban planning scheme in 1953.(6)
Resettlement estates are areas designated by the Government to
rehouse squatters or victims from natural disasters. The resettle-
ment policy has integrated into municipal administration only since
1954, following a fire disaster in Shekkipmei which left more than
5,300 people homeless.(7) Hawking in these new districts may not
be the same as those in other urban areas. However, such types of
newly developed areas only constitute a small proportion of urban
Hongkong.
5In short, the social setting and settlement pattern in
Yaumati are similar to many other urban places in Hongkong,, It
is a good place to start an investigation on the social signific-
ance of hawking. There are about 400 vegetable hawkers and three
retail markets--- the Peking Road Market, Reclamation Street Mar-
ket and Kwun Chung Market--- in this area. (8) The three markets
provide only 29 vegetable stalls. Attached map shows the distri-
bution of the hawkers.
The selection of vegetable hawkers in Yaumati.f_or my
study is by no means arbitrary. It is hoped that such a selection
will yield a more homogeneous population, though the findings can
only be confined to one type of hawkers in one -place. But this
allows my effort to go deep into the problem and delineate latent
patterns of the hawker behavior.
Since Yaumati is similar to may other urban districts,
the results may serve as a reference for further research direct-
ions(-,.-, similar hawkers in other similar areas. Moreover, the
method used in this study can be re-shaped to investigate other
types of hawkers, and the findings can be based for a large scale
field study.
This is an exploratory study, and the research design
can be applied to similar studies in similar areas in a Chinese
society.
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73. Conceptual Framework and Some Assumptions
Kurt Lewin's field theory and Elizabeth Bott's app-
roach to the studies of family and social network in London
have special stimulation to the formation of my conceptual
framework. (9) In this studYi behavior is seen as a function of
a person in a situation. For example, one's role performance or
career choice is a function of the social environment in which
he lives, the norms he adheres to, and other related situational
factors.
There are many reasons that account for one to be a
hawker. In one way there are conditional factors such as employ-
ment opportunity and the Government policy on hawking which may
make one hawk. In another way, there are traditional factors
like the small scale operation habits of the Chinese which may re-
sult in some degree of readiness for hawking of many Chinese. All
these factors can be delineated with the above-mentioned framework.
On the other hand, hawking is regarded as a type of eco-
nomic system which has been undergoing structural and functional
changes. Since urbanism leads to specialised commercial activities
and Hongkong is in her pace to urbanisation, it is significant to
find out how hawking this type of simple distribution activity
overlaps with the complex distribution channels of firm economy, (10)
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Hongkong is characterised by a dual economic system in a transi-
tional period. The changes of current distribution system and
people's consumption habits depend on the consequences of indus-
trialisation and urbanisation. Hawking, in this paper, is studied
along this line.
A number of points about the study were made. They are
as follows.
(1) Some popular assumptions see hawkers as a group of
unskilled people who were compelled to take up the occupation be-
cause of no alternative job opportunities. Current phenomena in-
dicate that such a statement is an over generafion. It is likely
that a hawker usually has some experience in selling or knowledge
about hawking before he enters the occupation.
(2) Hawking requires family participation which will
result in changing role distribution among the members of a hawker
family. Children are often required to help run the business.
This will have some influence over the children's future. The
findings show that many hawkers had been socialized in a hawking
environment in their childhood because their parents were hawkers.
But this may not necessarily mean that one who has been brought up
in a hawking environment will turn out to be hawkers as there are
many other situational determinants.
9(3) Apart from this, economic cooperation among the
family members may increase the family integration. Parental
authority may be weakened because of the father's occupational
inradequacy.
(4) Like many general family patterns in Hongkong,
nuclear family tends to be the popular structural pattern of
hawker families.
(5) It appears that different work and migration his-
tories of individual hawkers will result in different attitudes
towards hawking. And different attitudes will result in differ-
ent expectations and perspectiveSin their future as well as their
The Later Part of Heis paper
children's future. Some of Here will le diseussee is
4. Areas of Study
Although the whole study is about the life style of hawk-
ers, it looks into four major aspects of the respondents. They are:
(1) Occupational Mobility
One way to analyze the social mobility is to study the
relationship between the starting point of a person's career and
(11)the point the person has reached at the time of the analysis.
Attempts were made to trace out the work histories of individual
hawkers--- what specific jobs they have had before they entered
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the hawking activities--- in order to generalize some lines,
directions and patterns of their career changes. Various motivat-
ional factors of hawking in relation to broad environmental fact-
ors were identified to reveal the degree of one's readiness to be
hawkers before one hawks.
(2) Job Ideology and Job Satisfaction
Regarding the question of why hawkers stay in the act-
ivity, a measurement on their attitudes towards hawking and job
satisfaction can give some explanations. Attempts were made to
administer such a measurement from the dimensions of income,
value, importance of job function, working conditions, etc. How
the respondents perceive the role and prestige of hawking and
their career expectations towards their children were another
line of inquiry. Discussions were made to see the life space of
the hawkers.
(3) Family Participation and Role Distribution
An account of life style can never be complete without
a section on family integration and role distribution. Efforts
were made to present an adequate view on the degree of family
participation and role distribution of each hawker family. It is
hoped the changing nature of family integration of the group can
be identified. The traditional feature of Chinese family which
11
is seen as a unit of production would be compared with the find-
ings, (12)
(4) Living Conditions and Social Network
An index of living conditions of the hawkers have been
constructed to reflect their life style. The poi capita income
was use Q-8- -Q3-2- in anon to decc-i-d. e- whether hawwkers Q v,g to
And their social network, social activit-
ies and visiting patterns would be discussed in a broad frame-
work of functional and integrational contribution to the solidar-
ity of the group.
5. The Methods
There are many methods to study life style.
One basic method is participant-observation which is
illustrated by William Whyte in his Street Corner Society. (13)
Another is the mixture of the traditional techniques of sociology,
anthropology and psychology--- a combination of ethnological
description, psychological testing, participant-- observation and
life history collection--- which is often used by social anth-
ropologists like Oscar Lewis.(14)
The method of participant-observation allows research-
ers to see behavior in its situational setting. Systematic obser-
vation requires a researcher to categorize and rate social phenom-
enao(15) In participant-observation he can have a deep, feeling
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of the phenomena and is able to do these two tasks well But it
is time consuming and labour costing.
The second method provides us rich data, gives insight
into subjective side of insituational process, and identifies new
variables for scientific predictions.t However, it can only
be applied to.small population because the method requires much
manpower.
To reduce the drawbacks of these two methods, the tech-
nique of depth interviewing is often employed to obtain much data
in minimized efforts and time. However, too intensive interview
is hard to administer- in this study because of the limitation
of time and manpower. So a semi-structural interview, lasting
about two hours and covering major informations about the respond-
ents life history social activiattitudes toward hawking, and
other related items, was made.
The present paper is based on semi-structural interviews
with 60 vegetable:-- hawkers in Yaumati9 The respondents are regard-
ed as a panel of informants, and they are selected on a quota basis
with the strata of age, sex, and years of hawking. Table 1 shows
these characteristics of the respondents.
13
Table 1: Characteristics of the Age, Sex and years of Hawk-






























































Since each interview lasted from an hour to two hours,
cooperation from the hawkers was important. Trial had bedn made
to im approach the respondents at their stalls during their business
but without fruitful success. Efforts were later made to get the
panel informants from other sources. Table Zshows these sourceso
Table 2: Source of Introduction of the Respondents
Source
1. Primary school teachers and
headmaster
2. Voluntary welfare agencies
















People in Hongkong, especially hawkers who have little
formal education, are not accustomed to interviews. They feel uneasy
to expose too much about themselves to strangers. It appears that
hawkers are willing to talk to others only if the latter are in_trod-
uced by an authority such as educational institutes or welfare agenc-
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ies, or someone they know. They usually respect people from schools
because the widespread of illiteracy in Chinese society in the past
has made them put supremacy over educational institutes.
A total of 70 per cent of the interviews were conducted'
by the writer, while the rest were done by a well trained fieldwork-
er. To smooth the interviews and avoid the respondents' sensitive-
ness, only short notes were taken in front of the interviewees. De-
tailed answers were put down in the questionnaire after each inter-
view.
Apart rom this, systematic observation also played another
role in my data collection. A check list covering living conditions,
ways of running business and other related aspects was used for this
purpose. Special preference was given to the interviews at respond-
ents' home because this allowed the researchers to make good obser-
vation and check the above items. These items would be asked if
they were not observable. Table 3 shows that 36 hawkers were inter-
viewed at their homes or in teahouses. Twenty-four hawkers were in-
terviewed at their stalls. More than half of these 24 respondents
allowed the interviewers to take a look at their home before the in-
terviews started.
16














Generally speaking, the respondents were very cooperative.
A total of 40 hawkers' cooperative can be counted as excellent or very
good which represent 60 per cent of the total population. Table 4
shows their degree of cooperation.

















Total 60 1 001 0
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Chapter Two People
1 o The Origin of the Term Hawker
Hawker is a term derived from the Dutch words heuker9
which means retailer. The New Webster Encylopa, dic Dictionary of
the English Language defines hawkers as follow:
From Dutch: heuker, a retailer, one who travels sell-
(1)ing wares.
According to the Oxford English Dictionary, hawker is
a man who goes from place to place selling his wares, or who cries
them in the streets. The word is distinguished from pedlar as
having a'horse and cart or vans(2)
It appears that there is some considerable confusion in
the application of the above definitions to the study of the hawking
phenomena in Hongkong. The definitions imply that hawkers are mobile
haggling traders. This is, in fact, only one of the many kinds of
hawkers in Hongkong.
Hawker is a translation of what the Chinese called
siu-faun small traders, in Hongkong. -Siu attn is( 小 贩 ）
traditionally percieved as an itinerant pedlar who carries his goods
20
in baskets with a pole on his shoulder and haggles from place to
place. Very few Siu Fanns in Hongkong today belong to this type.
People who operate on streets in a static manner with a fixed pitch or
stall are often regarded as Slu Fanns too.
The Chinese character Fann means to sell. It is also
used as noun to refer to the activities of trading or one who
carries out such activities. (3) The character Siu means small.
Siu Fann, in this sense, is one who trades with a small amount of
capital,
2, Siu-fann and Market Town
Theoretically speaking, trading with a small amount of
capital can be either mobile or static, But the term Siu Fann
had long been used to refer to the pedlars running their business
in market towns.
Market towns performed an important social and economic
role in traditional Chinese rural societies. They went under differ-
ent names in different parts of imperial China. They were called
”chi“ in North China, while those in South China were known
as ”hsu“. The market towns in West China were often named
as ”Chang“. Although the names were different, their funct-
ions remained essentially the same. In the economic sense, a market
town was the trading centre of a group of villages. It1also a cul-





In general, there were two types of traders running their
business in rural markets. There were fixed traders who run their
shops in the market towns. There were also itinerant pedlars who
visited the towns in periodic market days the time for
shopping in traditional peasant societies. These pedlars left the
market towns after their business was over.
The periodic market system in rural China has a history
of more than 2,000 years. Historical records show that it has been
in practice since the late Chow Dynasty,. It may be a reason why
people often perceive Siu-faun as itinerant pedlars because the
system had been in practice for so long. Thus, the cultural defin-
ition of hawkers has an implication of mobile selling.
However, the hawking activity in Hongkong has a wider
notion than merely mobile selling. The Government defines hawkers
as one who conducts business in any public place by selling merch-
andise or offering his personal services and skills in handicraft to
others.
According to Public Health and Urban Services Ordinance,
hawker means:
(a) any person who trades in any public place--
(1) by selling or exposing for sale any goods, wares
or merchandise; or
（ 墟 期 ）
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(2) by exposing samples or patterns of goods, wares
or merchandise to be afterward delivered; or
(3) by hiring or offering for hire his skill in hand-
icraft or his personal services; and
(b) any person who itinerates for the purpose--
(1) of selling or exposing for sale any goods, wares
or merchandise; or
(2) of hiring .offering for hire his skill in hand-
icraft or his personal service;
Provided that nothing in this definition shall betaken
to include--
(1) any person who sells to or seeks orders from any
person who is dealer in any such goods, wares or
merchandise and who buys to sell again; or
(2) any person who on request visits in any place the
person making such request for the purpose of
selling or offering for sale or delivering to him
or taking from him orders for any goods, wares or
merchandise or of hiring to the person making such
request his skill in handicraft or his personal
services; or
(3) any representative of the press or any photographer.(5)
Thus, the legal meaning of hawkers is controversal to the
public image of a hawker or semantic definition of the term. It
appears that the legal definition is based on location of business
rather than mobility status of the activities. It does not go deep
to the dimensions of capital amount too. So, ciu-fatin can be more
appropriately called street-traders.
23
Both terms, street-traders and hawkers, are used inter-
changeable in this paper.
3. The Typolo
Al
The Hongkong Government, divides hawkers into two types,
the licensed and the unlicensed. According to the Hawker By-law,
no-person, other than a person who is hawking animals and birds
only, shall hawk in the urban areas except under and in accordance
with a licence granted by the Councilare“6
ified in terms of physical characteristics such as mobile and fixed.
For example, McGee divides hawkers into four types in his 1969 sur-
vey, namely, the fixed pitch stall hawkers, the fixed pitch pedlar,
the itinerant pedlar and wall stall traders0(7)
However, such typologies are based on administrative purpose
which are not suitable for social researchers. At snore significant
typology will be the classification by commodities they sell because
this will delineate,, implicitly or explicitly, the economic role and
the social significance of hawking. For example, market-type hawkers
may serve a wider population as compaid with emporium goods street.
traders, because there are few market faeifilites and more department
facieties
stores.
Apart from the. license status, hawkers are often class-
24
4. Hawking Populations Market-type Hawkers and Vegetable ConsLT tion
Hawker was first identified by the word problem in the
Megarry Committee on Hawking of 191+7.... should have no place in
the ideal state of affairs. (8) Prior to 191+6., the Government made
no attempts to deal with hawker affairs in its muiipical policy. No
reliable figures or estimation of the hawking population of that time
are available.
In 1957 a special hawker report with policy implication
was issued by the Government, and a more reliable estimation of the
hawking population has been made since 1956. Table 5 shows the
fluctation of the population in the last 15 years.
25


































































Source:-Hong Kong Annual Reports and
Annual Department Reports of
the Urban Services Department,
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It appears that there was a steady growth of the hawking
population between 1956 and 19679 But the population has slightly
dropped since 1967. However, a comparison between the figures with
the total population of Hongkong reveals that ratio of hawker per
100 population in 1970 is still higher than that in 1956 by 1.09.(9)
(Table 6) This may be interpreted as a pretty high dependency on
hawking. It is likely that hawking will continue to play a relative-
ly significant role in. the distribution system in the near future,,
The largest group of hawkers can be termed as market-
type hawkers who sell vegetables, grocery, meat, preserved foodstuffs,
poultry, fish and other raw food items. They constitute to about 40
per cent of the total hawking population in Hongkong. Among the
market-type hawkers, more than half of them may fall into the cat-
egory of vegetable street-traders. (10) In other words, at least 20
per cent of all hawkers in Hongkong sell vegetables. (Table 7)shows
the estimated vegetable hawking population between 1956 and 1970.
27




































































Note: c= x 100
Sources: Annual Reports, Annual Department
Reports of U.S.D. and Monthly
Statistics, Census Dept.
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Note: b= a x 20
100
2O°/= Estimated percentage of
vegetable hawkers in the
total hawker population.
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As shown. in table 7, vegetable hawking seems to bean
occupation for a relatively large group. But the social signific-
ance of vegetable hawking means more than provision of employment
for such vast number of people. There is a social demand for this
type of retailing outlet.
Generally speaking, the Chinese are accustomed to shop-
ping fresh food everyday. Most of them shop at least once a day
in order to get enough fresh foodstuff for their two meals and it
is expensive to travel a long way to do so. Hawkers who run their
bi.isiness at various easily accessible locations provide the public
a convenient retailing service to meet this social demand.
In fact, hawking has become one of the major retailing
outlets for the public to obtain their daily consumed vegetables.
A comparisIon between the local consumption and the total populat-
ion between 1964 and 1970 shows that the average vegetable consump-
tion per person a year is in the range of 1.54 to 1.79 piculs.
This means each person eats about a catty of vegetables a day„
Table 8 and 9 according to interviews with hawker leaders, at least
80 per cent to 85 per cent of locally consumed vegetables are distri-
buted by hawkers. If we take this for granted, that means majority
of people in Hongkong go to vegetable street-traders frequently.
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Table 8: Characteristics of Vegetable Production Exports, Imports
Re-exorts and Local Consumption, 194-1970













































Source: Annual Departmental Reports,
Agriculture and Fisheries Dept.





































Table 10: Estimated tverage Daily Consum-ption of vegetable
Per Person, l96k 1970
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Hawking is a hard job, but one enjoys much freedom from
the occupation. This is a general feeling of the hawkers.
Winter or summer, morning or afternoon, sunny or rainy
days, whenever you walk down to streets near a market, you find
hawkers selling vegetables. A factory worker or a white collar
staff has regular day off every week. But there is no such terms
as holiday or day off in the vocabulary of vegetable hawkers.
They run their business all year round.
Chinese New Year is the only time which they can have
a rest. Even on New Year's Eve, they do.not close their stalls
until r or 8 p.m.. Only limited time is left for them to
prepare for the New Year celebrations next day--- the special
occassion for the Chinese. Since it is a custom for the Chinese
to buy vegetables on the second day of the New Year, most hawkers
resume their business this time. To symbolize the fortune of
the year, they must make some profit, no matter how much or how
little. However, o_ly a small proportion of the hawkers will
run their business in the week following that day. This period
is being used for family gathering and.Nevi Year celebration.
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A person in a modern type of business works eight hours
a day, but a vegetable hav-,ker works far more than that. Usually
he has to get up very early in the morning and stays at his stall
late in The evening. Those people who go to wholesale market for
the first round of sales get up as early as 5 am because the round
ends before 7 am. Other people who c on1t go to the wholesale
market at this time still have to get to their stalls before
opening time at 8:30 arm Some other hawkers w,;ho go to farmers
in the New Territories for their goods start their daily routine
work as early as 4 or 5 am. It takes them about three hours to
buy the vegetables and deliver the goods to their stalls.
't`Jhen the street-traders close their stalls and return
home it is usually already 8 or 9 pm. From a survey by the
Government in 1971, more than 80 per cent of the vegetable
hawkers in Yaumati end. their business after 7 pm. The usual
time for them to close their stalls is between 7 and 8 P. Table
1( shovrs such characteristics.
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Table 11: Actual hours of Business of the Vegetable Hawkers
in Yaumati
Hours




















Grand Total 397 100.0
Source: Survey of static stall hawkers
in Yaumati by the Yaumati
Hawker Liaison Office, 1971.
2. Business Fluctuation
Although a hawker may stay at his stall for more than
12 hours a day, the temporal variation of
his business is great.
There are two peak times, one in the morning and one in the
afternoon, in which the hawkers are very busy. The morning peak
starts about 9 and dies down gradually from 11 am to noon. The
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afternoon peak starts between 4 to 5 pm, but the flow of customers
does not halt until 7 or 8 pm. Some customers can only come
at this time.
A society's distribution system and its people's shop-
ping behavior is complementary to each other. To a certain extent,
the general shopping behavior of the public tells the elasticity
of demand which determines the operation of a distribution system.
At the same time, any change of distribution facilities also
influence our shopping behavior. (1)
Urbanisation and industrialisation in HongKong have
created a working opportunity for women. Between 1961 and 1966,
the total female employment in factories and other organisations
has increased 6%. (Table 12) higher percentage is expected
when the 1971 Census survey result is out later this year.
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Source: 1961 Census 1966 Census.
Experiencing a dual role of being an employee and a
housewife, these women can only go to markets at 6 or 7 pm, after
they are off from their daily routine work.
One feature of the Chinese culture on eating is the
emphasis on fresh food. The Chinese are a people of food connoiss-
eurs. But the working pattern of the Chinese allows only a few
of them to go to markets twice a day to buy fresh food for their
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two meals. Apart from this, the industrialisation in HongKong
also brings an increase of her GNP and upgrades her living standard. (2)
For example, a 1971 survey by the Sociology Dept., United College
of the Chinese University, showc : that 38 per cent of the house-
holds in Lam Tin Resettlement Estate owne refrigerators(3)
Another survey by the Council of Social Services in 1971 shows
that 58 per cent of the households in Chaiwan own refrigerators. (4)
To own a refrigerator today is no longer considered a luxury but
a necessity for many families. With a refrigerator at home, a
housewife can shop once a day for her family's two meals, no matter
in the morning or in the evening.
The 1971 Shopping Behavior Study by the Social Research
Centre of the Chinese University revealed that only about 10 per
cent of the respondents went for grocery shopping twice or more
times a day. More than half of them go once a day. (See table 13)
The frequent time for their shopping is in the morning. (See
table 14) So hawkers usually sell more vegetables in the morning
than in the evening.
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Table 13: Grocery Shopping Frequency
Frequency
Twice or more times per day
Once a day
























































Besides daily temporar variation, hawking business
also varies in accordance with seasonal changes. inter tends
to be a prosperous time. In winter a wide variety of vegetables
are available. Among the popular ones are: Tientsin cabbage
round cabbage spinach water cress
lettuce. kale hinese flowing cabbage
white cabbage matrimony and Chinese
spinach Mid-Autumn Festival, one of the big Chinese
festivals, is identified by hawkers as the beginning of better
business. Most of these vegetables are grown by farmers after
this special occassion. In summer, the common vegetables are:
water spinach leaf mustard white gourd
loofah bitter gourd , apple cucumber
bean sprout , apple cucumber and string bean
Generally speaking, the hawker' volumne of business
in summer is only about half or two-thirds of that in winter.
Between March and August is usually the hard time for Vegetable
business. Table 15 shows that 31 hawkers out of the 60 informants
ranked winter as their prosperous time.
椰 菜（ 黄 牙 白 ）
（ 西 洋 菜 ） （ 生 菜 （ 芥 蓝
（ 菠 菜 ）
（ 枸 杞
（ 菜 心 ）
（ 芥 菜 ）
（ 菜 ） （ 芥 菜 ）
（ 冬 瓜 ）
（ 丝 瓜 ） 苦 瓜 ） （ 瓜 ）
（ 豆 芽 ）
（ 青 豆 ） （ 豆 角 ）
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3. Wholesale and retail
There are three sources for hawkers to get their
vegetables. They can go to farmers directly in the New Territories.
Under such circumstance, the street-traders are riequired to get
up very early in the morning, sometime around 5 or 6 am, in order
to buy the goods to meet the peak business hours downtown. The
places where Yaumati vegetable hawkers often go to are Sheung
Shui, Shatin and Fan Lri ng, the places where railway passes through.
This group constitutes only a small portion of the vegetable
hawkers. The majority of street-traders go to the Cheungshawan
and Kennendy Town Wholesale Markets. The former is run by the
Government in which locally produced vegetables are collected
and auctioned. The Government operates as a wholesaler who charges
a minimium serVLC9,fee. The wholesale market in Kennendy Town
sells mostly imported vegetables from mainland China. Here the
hawkers get their commoditie$ from either wholesalers or middle-
men Middlemen are often called by hawkers as chak-ga
or) who buy the vegetables from wholesalers and
distribute to hawkers. They perform a function more or less like
that of wholesalers.
( 折 家 ）
（ 烟 土 ）
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4, Cb-eun shaT•rar, Intholesrale Market
Before the war about four-fifths of the vegetables
consumed in HongKong were imported. the Agricultural Department,
formed in 1946, first introduced the wholesale marketing system
the same year to benefit local farmers and facilitate the
retailing. Under this system, all vegetables produced in the
New Territories and some imported in to Kowloon from China have
to pass through the wholesale market where they are auctioned.
Deports have been built in main vegetable growing areas in the
N.T. To collect the goods to the wholesale market.
The first wholesale Vegetable Market in Kowloon was
opened in mid-September 1946. The market, located in Yaumati,
was demolished and moved to Cheungshawan in 19650
The Cheungshawan. holesale Market today .handles about
80 per cent of total locally produced vegetables. The average
buyers everyday amount to 4,000. A total of 30,000 separate
lots are estimated to be sold through the market to hawkers or
other vegetable retailers everyday. The market has three rounds
of wholesaling- one early in the morning, one in late morning
and the other in the afternoon.
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Table 16 shows the steady growth of the percentage
of locally produced vegetables sold through the Marketing
Organisation and estimates of buyers per day.
Table 16: Percentage of Locally Produced Vegetables
Sold Through the Marketing Organisation





























































Source: Hong Kong Annual Reports
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In current practice, the market issues the hawkers
two types of chops, namely, s e-sou-touh- j eun 1;p-and
yin-for-to- Bung Holders of the former have to
deposit a sum of money at the market's office in order to get
the chop. They can buy the ve !;etables without paying cash
immediately but with a credit equivalent to only the deposit.
But the payment must be made within a certain limit of period
or the deposit will be confisticated for compensation. The other
hawkers who have yin--for-touh-jeung can buy the vegetables and
identify their bought commodities with the chop. But they must
pay the cash right after each transaction.
Market
Although the Cheungshawan 'Vtholesale ,is officially run
by the Government to distribute mostly local vegetable production
to retailers, there are also some middlemen here to wholesale
imported vegetables. As compared with the situation in Kennedy
Tows wholesale Market, the group here is small To be middlemen
requires some capital investment because they perform a function
of sub-wholesaling. They have to stock some quantity of
vegetables.
There are a group of people in this market responsible
賒 數 月
現 貨 圖 章
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for delivering vegetables to hawker, stalls or shops with
automobile transportation facilities. The service charge is $2.00
to $3.00 per picul. In other words, hawkers who have bought
their vegetables in the wholesale market can return back to their
stalls immediately, and the goods will be delivered to them.
Usually a group of deliverers take care of only some areas rather
than the whole urban HongKong.
In brief, there are three groups of people in this
wholesale market---- the staff of the market, the middlemen and
the deliverers. It appears that regional network among these
groups is very significant as most of the middlemen are from
Tung Koon and many deliverers are from Chiu-Chau. Few people
from other districts can enter the occupations. Many new middle-
men become middlemen because they were brought into the occupation
by people of their own district whom they know.
5. Kennedy Town Vholesale Market
As mentioned in the preceding context, there is another
wholesale market in Kennedy Tarn on HongKong Island which is
characterized by wholesaling mostly imported vegetables. Here a
goodwill system is in practice.
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There.are two types of vegetable suppliers in this
wholesaling system here. They are the dai-lann - whole-
salers, and yin-see or chak-ga middlemen.
Usually the trait ons of the wholesalers are biger than that
of the middlemen. Hawkers can go to either one. If they go to
the wholesalers they have to buy a large quantities. if they
go to the middlemen they can buy mall quantities with a comparativly
higher price because the middlemen who sub-wholesale the commdities
have to make some money.
Generally speaking, a hawker has to pay his bills right
after each transaction. But most street-traders don't have to
do that. When a wholesaler or a middleman knows and trusts a
street-trader, the latter can make the payment once a week, two
weeks or even a month. Very often a street-trader can even order
his goods through telephone contacts with familiar middlemen.
Regarding how long takes a middle-man to get acqutanted with a
hawker varies by individual cases. But general judgement for
one's goodwill tends to the frequency and quantity he buys,
his prestige which has been spelled out by other hawkers, and
regional network between him and the seller.
( 大 ）
（ 折 家 ）（ 烟 土 ）
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b. Distribution system
Turning to the question of how the hawkers actually
get their goods, most of them get the vegetables from both the
two wholesale markets. The others stick to either one or
directly to go farmers in the New Territories.
Three major vegetable distribution systems can be
delineated under such circumstance. These systems .can be presented
in a self-explained chart as follows.






Producers yrJholesalers I etailers Consumers
Producers rho1esi1ers Middlemen RetailerE
lConsumers
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Limited social and recreational activities appear to be
characteristics of a hawker's life.
There are ample examples to show that to be a hawker
means separation of his life from a wider social network. Their
social life tends to be localized around. their residence and place
of work. Their circle is limited to their family members, neigh-
bours and fellow hawkers. On many occasnions the social activities
among their kin network are inactive because of different working
patterns and residential environments among themselves. Apart from
this, not many hawkers have formal. -participation in social organsat-
ions.
On the other hand, the availability of recreational outlets
to hawkers is limited because they are tied down. by their long hours
of work. Picnicking or touring seems not fNbe fitted into their re-
creational activities, nor even movie going. At most, their enter-
tainment-is limited to watching T.V. and gossiping with family
members.
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Regarding the communication pattern among hawkers, gossip
in teahouses or chatting with. neighbouring hawkers at stalls tend
to be part of their social life as well as a means for them to
business informantion. Sometimes hawkers may have quarrls among
themselves over their stall territory or other conflicts. But they
have their own ways to settle down, There are informal norms regul-
ating their hawking behavior. Details of this are discussed in the
later part of this chapter.
2. Yam-chah and Breakfast
No matter how much or how little money I make, I have to
go to teahouses for a bowl of rice or a dish of snack before going
to the stall each morning, a woman hawker said in an interview.
Hawking is a hard life, I never go to teahouses in the
morning before my business. My breakfast is nothing but a bowl of
porridge or a Piece of bread. This is a statement on breakfast
by another female street-trader.
The two statements represent a contrasting view of life,
as perceived by the informants,, The former tends to be optimistic,
while the latter is peSsimisttc. In fact, yam-chah V11 go-
ing to teahouses, is a very popular activity among Hongkong people.
（ 飲 茶 ）
（ 飲 茶 ）
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For some hawkers, this has also become an element of their life
pattern.
There are two major types of teahouses in Hongkong. On
the one hand, there are the big ones with nicely decorated halls
and quiet settings. Here the seats and tables are clean and well
'OVAdesigned. The waiters as well as dim-sam boys or girls
are dressed up. Customers can have their own privacy because no
one shares a table with strangers. Hawkers seldom go to these
teahouses.
On the other hand, there are the small ones which are
characterised by a noisy and. crowded setting to provide consumers
limited services. Here sharing a table with strangers is socially
accepted. So-metimes people put their feet on their chairs while they
are eating. Dishes and bowls are often chipped and chop-sticks are
not always clean. But no one cares when they come here. Besides,
cries from dim-sam boys and loud gossip by the teahouse
goers constitute a distinctive feature of the environments Most
hawkers go to teahouses of this type.
When the respondents were asked about their teahouse go-
ing habits, 20 out of the 60 said they went to yam-cha.h every morn-
ing before they started their business, and another 10 said they did
so occasionally. Usually they spend about half an ho-u for a bowl
（ 點 心 ）
（ 點 心 ）
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( 叉 燒 包 ）of beef rice, a dish of. carbonado bun 11 or some dishes
of snacks as their breakfast. The usual. cost is in the range of
$1 and $2. They seldom stay for more than an hour because they
have their business to do. Most the teahouses they go, as named by
them, are around their hawking sites and fit into the second cat-
egory. Here are some of the popular ones:
Sheung He1 it Restaurant Kam Shan
Restaurant( Pin. Shum Restaurant ( 品 心 茶 樓 ）
Shun Kanftstaurant
...etca
For many hawkers, am-chah means more than going to tea-
houses for breakfast. Some teahouses they frequently go to have
become their social and communication centres
Here the hawkers are very familiar with the dim-sam
boys and waiters. The waiters know what kind of tea each hawker is
accustomed to drink. Very often, the street-traders can have a chat
with their fellow hawkers. Their common gossip topics cover business
fluctuation, gambling results. rumours about Govt. policy, children
of themselves or other hawkers, brawls among hawkers, etc. Sometimes
they bring their relatives here.
In short, for this group,\has become part of their social
life.
（ 雙 囍 月 茶 樓 ）
（ 金 山 樓 茶 樓 ）
（ 新 金 山 茶 樓 ）
(點心）
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Table 17 is about their teahouse going pattern in the
morning













Total 60 1000 0
Since only about half of the respondents go to teahouses
for their breakfast, how about the rest? The other half of the in-
formants said they had their breakfast at home. Their common food,-
stuff for breakfast is simpler; it ranges from bread, noodles,
porridge, steamed vermicelli. roll to rice.
In addition to yam-h.ah in the morning, some hawkers
keep the habit of taking afternoon tea. About one-third of the
informants said they had this habit, and six of them frequently
did so. (See table 18) It appears coffee, tea, lemon tea, Overtime
and Horlicks are the common choices for their afternoon teabreak.
Only two respondents said they went to teahouses in the afternoon.
Instead, some hawkers go to cafe's. Besides, some hawkers regard
that having a cup of tea or Ovaltine delivered to their stalls is
some sort of afternoon tea.
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3. Lunch and Dinner
Where to have lunch is no problem in peasant societies
A villager usually eats at home because his working place is near to
his residence. But the increasingly segregated landuse pattern in
an, urban city allows few people to work in the vicinity of their
residence. One has to travel far away to work. Under this circums-
tance, place for lunch poses a problem, especially for the Chinese
who regard lunch as one of their two heavy meals everyday.
However, not all the hawkers face this problem because.
large number of them have their stalls and residence in the same
area. For example 33 out of the 60 respondents belong to this
group,
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"Kam Shan Restaurant is the place for my lunch. It is
very convenient for me because it is near to my stall,"
Lunch is no problem to us because my children prepare
it at home. Both my husband and I return home to eat at noon.
I cook my lunch at my stall"
Lunch is a headache problem forme because I have to
rush back home in order to cook for my family after a tense, busy
time at the stall everyday."
My lunch is nothing but a bowl of rice which I have preparJ.
ed in the morning before I start my business, I bring the rice along
with me to the stall"
We don't have to bother preparing our lunch because my
mother-in-law cooks at home and the children bring it to the stalls."
The above quotations of the informants about how they take
their lunch illustrate their diversified by
by generalized into three
patterns--- eating at home, stalls and restaurants.
Since many informants live very near to their stalls, a
relatively high proportion of their answers fall in the category of
eating at home, no matter if it is cooked by the respondents themse1vps,
Eighteen out of the 60 respondents said they had lunch at cooked food
stalls or teahouses which costs about $2 to $3 per person. Only eight
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respondents eat at their stalls. Table 19( describes their lunch
patterns.




















Total 60 1001 0
When they eat at teahouses they usually share a table
with other fellow hawkers, though each individual goes to the
teahouses at different time. Very often, a vegetable street-trader
may sit together with a clothing hawker or a poultry pedlars Some-
times vegetable hawkers goup in one table.
They stay here for about an hour, gossiping with each
other. They don't have to rush back to their stall because noon
is the slack time of their business. ation. The
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conversation below is a typical example.
"How is your business? Potatoes are cheap today. I have
bought in three piculs. How about you?
"I didn't buy any. When I arrived at the Wholesale Market
the auction wasver."
How come? I heard that A h Chow bought some even he
went to the market at 7 am.
Oh, I went there later than Ah Chow.
Turning to their dinner, dinner is not only the time for
them to eat butalso the time of togetherness for their family
members.
To be a hawker means you are busy all the day. Dinner
is the only time of the day which my family members really get together.
We often start to take our dinner around 8:30 pm and do not finsih
until 10 pm because we chat so much. This is a statement by a female
hawker during her interview at her home around 9 pm. And get the
statement is a profile of dinner pattern of many hawkers."
Although many hawkers take their lunch in teahouses and
cooked food stalls, few of them take their dinner like this pattern.
No matter how busy they are or how late they can close their stalls,
they always have their dinner at home. In general, the street-traders
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are used to have late dinners because of their long hours of business,
Among thoir three meals ---breakfast, Lunch and dinnner--
They have more foodstuffs for their dinner, as compared,
that of the lunch and breakfast. The food stuffs often. include fish,
vegetable and meat. But the cost of their dishes is relatively -not
very expensive because they can buy the food from familiar hawkers
at cheaper priced
4. The MeanincP of Leisure and Entertainment
I have no special entertainment after my work, 14 out of
the 60 informants gave this answer in response to a question on their
entertainment pattern. Another 12 people said. they regarded doing
house work or sleeping as their "recreational activities." This is
the type of answers I got from them about their entertainment
The concepts o"f leisure", "entertainment" or recreation
seem to be not existing in the mind of many hawkers. Very often, a
So fine
hawker would say, Since I close my stal how can I have any entertain-
( 收 檔 都 夜 咯 重 有 野 娛 樂 ）ment?“ Some others would say,
We work so long everyday and don't even have the time and mood to
go out at tight.”
( 成 日 做 夜 晚 重 心 有 心 情 去 玩 ）
Most of the respondents claimed that they rarely went out after a
( 娛 樂 ）
they have more.
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day's work. They are used to stay at home and watch T.V. with they
family.
It appears that staying at home with theirfamily is common-
ly interpreted by hawkers as their entertainment. A relatively large
number of the informants said they did nothing but stayed at home
when they axe asked to name their entertainment after the business.
In order to illustrate the patterns of their past time
after their dinner, some quotations by them about this were listed
below.
"I return home to do the house work after I close the
stall.
"Before the stall is closed, I return home in order to
cook and wash every night. My husband comes back later after he has
closed the stall. It is not our habit to go out at night because we
have late dinner."
"What kinds of entertainment do we have? We have no enter-
tainment except watching T.V. with our children."
"Although we don't have T.V., we sleep very late. Some
people may feel that we are crazy because we often don't clean our
table after dinner for one or two hours. Sometimes we finsih out,
dinner at 8 or 9 pm., but the dishes and bowls are not washed until
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10 or 11 pm. The whole family gets together and. gossip at this
time. Sometimes I tell the children the excitement of my life his-
tory. On some other occas-vions, they tell me what they have come a
across."
I don't go to cinemas. I sometimes play mahjong with my
neighbours."
"I do nothing but sleep after my work because I have to get
up early next day."
These quotations indicate that many hawkers have their own
ways to spend their evenings. Majority of them feel happy with this
type of entertainment pattern, while some others felt. being deprived
of a wider recreational outlet.
On the whole, watching T.V., gossiping with family members,
playing with children, playing mahjong, etc. tend to be their means
of pasttime. The findings are similar to that of some urban studies
which indicates that leisure activities of working and low income
class people are usually not outings, tours, social gathering,etc4
Table 20 shows the various characteristics of the respond-
ents' entertainment patterns after work.
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Table 20: Entertainment Patterns of the Hawkers
Pattern

























Motion picture is a by-product of urbanisation, and the
situation in Hongkong signifies this, Movie going today is one of
the popular pasttime5 in Hongkong. In 1961 there were 92 cinemas
me iscmemcein 76,912 seat in
providing 118,355 seats, an increas of 25 ci YL vitas to -provide an-.
additional capicity of 1+19 k83.( 1) Table, at, shows that the ratio






















Although movie going may be a habit confined to only
teenagers, the ratio does show that motion pictures have beoome
more common to local people. But hawkers are deprived from this
anmusement. They seldom have time to go to cinemas. In an inter-
view, an informant said, When I return back from the stall, it is
already 8 pm. After eating and bathing, it is time to sleep. How
can we have time for movies. I go to cinemas once or twice a year.
His statement is a profile of the street-traders' movie going pattern,
Among the 60 respondents, only three of them said they fre-
quently went to cinemas. Another five said they saw pictures four
or five times a year. The rest are able to expose themselve less
than once a year. Table 22 is about their movie going frequency.
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Table 2; Movie Going Frequency of the Res- ondents
Frequency
Less than once a year
Two or three times a year
Four or five times a year














Total 60 100 1 0
The explanation on their low movie going frequency by
the informants ranges from no time, dislike, no money, no mood to
no companions. But no time tends to be t Pre common because the work-
ing hours of many hawkers are conflicting with the movie showing
schedules.
The cinema shows at 7:30 and 9:30 pm, and yet my business
ends between 8 and 9. How can I have any time to see pictures? I
have to take my dinner. This quotation represents the explanation
of no time to see pictures by the informants.
Regarding the aspect of dislike and no mood, some hawkers
pointed out that current pictures were mostly shot in Mandarin and
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English. They don't understand the language.
6. Mahjo Playing
Since mahjong playin is one of the popular social activities
among Hongkong,eople, some questions about the activities were asked
the informants.
The findings reveal that 16 out of the 60 informants don't
know how to play mahjong. These people, mostly female hawkers,
claimed that they didn't know the game at all. Another 14 said they
seldom or never played because they had little free time. The two
answers represent half of the informants. Further analysis reveals
that 70 per cent of these two groups are women. This may be accounted
for female hawkers' dual role of housewife and street-trader which
gives them little free time. The husbands,,don't have to do house
work can enjoy relatively more freedom. They can go to the houses of
their friends9 fellow hawkers or neighbours to play.
However, the above description is only one side of mahjong
playing among hawkers. There are also street-tarders who play mah-
jong very often.
Two respondents told the interviewer that they often played
mahjong with their children and other family members at home. Another
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female hawker said, My only hobby is to play mahjong. I play two to
three times a week. She is a mother of five children, but her hus-
band died 10 years ago. Some other hawkers regarded mahjong playing
as the main part of feast or reception parties. I don't play mahjong
very often. Most of the time, I play with friends and relatives when
I)
we meet each other at reception parties,
Table 22 is about the respondents' mahjong playing frequency.





















Elizabeth Boot writes in'his Family and Social Network:
In the literature on family sociology, there are frequent references
to 'the family in the community', with the implication that the
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community is an organised group within which the family is contained.
Our data suggest that this usage is misleading. Of course every
family must live in some sort of local area, but few form dhesive
social groups. The immediate social environment of urban families
is best-'considered not as the local area in which they live, buy,
rather as the network of actual social relationships they maintain,
regardless of whether these are confined to the local area or run
beyond its boundaries. 1(2)
The quotation suggests that one shouldn't overlook the area
of social network in community or family studies. Since urbanisation
e
brings heterogeious population, one's maladjustment to social anviron-
ment may lead him to alienation or anomic. It is thus significant to
ask: What is the sothial network of hawkers and their families?
For hawkers, their social network covers close relatives,
neighbours, fellow hawkers, customers, frie nns, and peoz)le around their
stalls. But the degree of connectedness between street-traders and
these groups is not universal.
There we many factors that account for the connectedness.
They can be broadly classified. into two types, namely, economic ties
and soical ties.
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One may become familiar with dertain people through
economic connection among themselves. For example, hawkers main-
tain a relatively close network with familiar customers because
the latter buy from the former regullrly. Under such circumstance,
they know each other very well. In addition to mechanical business
transaction, chatting often takes, place during their deals. Child-
ren's education, price of foodstuff, T.V. programmes Rnd other daily
affairs are the common topics of their gossips„ Sometimes a street
trader even knows the family background of some of his regualar cus-
.tomers. If a regular customer forgets to bring his money,he can
always buy the vegetables from his familiar hawkers without paying
immediately. He can pay the next day or some days later..
In order to do a successful business, you have to depend
This statement by an informant is also the general view of hawkers
about the importance of patronized customers. Forty out of the 60
respondents said they had quite many familiar customers. Among this
group, 31 respondents estimated that more than 50 per cent of their
customers were their regular buyers. Table 24 shows the percentage
of patronized customers among the respondents' customers.
on familiar and patronized customers."
( 做 生 意 , 梗 係 要 靠 熟 客 )
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Table 24.: Percentage of Patronized Customers Among the
Informant's Customers
Percentage of Patronized Customers








Many patronized customers, but
percentage not known
Sometimes there are patronized

























Regarding the social ties, informal social network is often
developed in a localised area where the people are socially similtar
to each other. or example, hawkers are familiar. with their neigh-
bours and people around their stalls because their social economic
5
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statuses are alike, In order to find out how connected this social
network is, the respondents were asked if they would invite these
people to feasts of special occassions such as marrigge of their child-
ren. Most of them gave a definite and positiUe answer. Tables 21
and A show their answers.
Table z Respondents' Familiarity With Nei ours
Whom Familiar With
All the neighbours
Most of the neighbours
Some of the neighbours






























To reveal the degree to which people are involved in
differen networks, some questiorr
asked. Here are some of their replies.
"To be a hawker is to cut off your conncetions with six
relatives. You have no time to visit them."
斬 斷 六 親 , 無 時 候 探 人
After closing our stall, eating and bathing, it is already
10 or 11 pm, how can we have time to visit others?
Very few people visit us'because we are always not at home.
Even they come, they come to our stall for a short while only.
東 探 我 □ )
These statements represent most of the informants' answers.
In fact, visiting with friends and relatives by hawkers is relativel 5
infrequent, ost hawkers claimed they had no time for such visits
because of long hours of work. The relatives the hawkers do visit
are mostlly their parents, siblings9 uncles and auntz. It appears
that the kin-network of the hawkers is confined to their immediate
family members who live separately. Apart from this, the residential
location of the relatites also turn out to be a factor that affects'
( 做 我 地 呢 行 , 真 )
( 收 埋 檔 食 得 飯 )
沖 的 涼 , 都 已 經 十 點 了 , 重 有 也 時 間 去 探 人 )
( 很 少 人 )
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their interaction. he frequency of visits increaser when both
the relatives and the hawkers live near to each other, if we hold
other factors constant.
Table ZI reveals that only five out of the 60 respondents
often or sometimes visit their friends and relatives. The rest seld-
om or never do so.




















Rerarding the oranisnd social life of the vegetable hawkers s
little formal participation. in dovial otgsnidstiond can be foung. Among
the informants, only 20 out of the 60 total samples claimed that they
were members of social or ran.j .satl.on.s. They named. three tyres of such, o.r.-
Sations--- hawker association, kaifonF? association P Cld clan a. sonj.a
fable 28 shows the number of informants who named. these or. canJ catinn.s,
Table 28 Partisination of sacial granisationss by informant
Organisations
No. of informants who












It seems that few informants claimed that they were members
of clan and ka.i.fong associations, while hawker associations were named
by 12 informants. Many of these people reveal that the social activities
of these bodies are confined to feast and social qatheri nom s These bodies
have little direct regulatory power or exercise over their hawking behav;i.o.r. .
There are informal social. norms which govern the street-traders' social behavior.
20
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On the other hand, there are the norms to snecify one's terrotory.
* *
One's hawkin, site is usually considered by others as the owner's money-
making place, and people usually do not occupy others' haw.kinRR sites.
When you ask a hawker if there is any conflict or quarrels among themselves,
the following answer is expected., We are all to earn a living her. e.
Why should we guar. rel? After all, you have your place to sell and I have
my own place to do the business, there is little conflict among us. Even.
if there is, we can easily settle down under the help from other fellow
hawkers.
Very often, if there should be a ouar. rel between twr hawkers,
other people around their stalls would also help calm them dowtm.. In. fact,
hawkers maintain a very good relationship with the employees and. shop
owners around their stalls. Under menera cireumsta.n.ces, hawkwrs would
find no difficulty at all in gettine water from nearby shops to wet their
vegetables once they have built up social relations with these people.
*Mon.makeingplace
is the transation
□ 食 地 方
of
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Footnotes of Chapter Four
1. See Hongkong Government, Annual Reports of Hongkong,
1961 and 1971 (Hongkong: Government Printer,
1961 and 1971)
2. Elziabeth bott, Family and Social Network (2nd ed;
London: Tavistock publications, 1971), p.99
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Chapter Five Family and Living Cenditions
I. Family Patterns
Some sociolosical literatures on family show that there is no
conclusive theory which protes the Cosyal effect of unhanisetion or
industrialisation on family systam, or vice verss .But as result of the
sooial fornes of industrialisation and urhanisation , many tradutuibak family
systems are chang in direction of conjugal family pattern towards fewer
(l )
k..in.ah.i.n ties w i.th emphasis on. the nuclear it family unit of couple and children.
Olga Lang distiingn.1sh.es three t jrpes of families in traditonal
Chinese soci_etv,na.me7.y, the conjugal, the stem and two forms of joint family
He defines nuclear family as tt the hiolonical natural,unclear or small family,
consisting of man, wife or wives, and. children. tt Stem family comprises tt
the -parents, their unmarried child.ren., and one married son with wife and
crildfen,tt while the joint family is formed. by tt parents,their unmarried children,
their married sons and sons' wives and nhi.ldrer and sometimes a fou..rth or fifth
generation He ,sees that the Tar. ce joint family was universally accented as
an ideal pattern in imperial Chine the tirne and size of family
differed widely according to economic positions.
To run a joint family requires great expenditure because the family
consists of so many dependent members. Very often. onl-Nrthe household head. or q
few males work, and the dependency ratio is relatively high.This family pattern
is not pratica.l for the middle and lower class people because of economic
reasons.The poor ran the nuclear or stem families which consists of parents,
children, sometimes also of grandparents.
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Joint family pattern is not popular in Hong Kong today, and
some sociological studies in Hongkong have illustrated that the common
pattern tends to be nuclear famil;T.(3) There are also some stem famil-
ies, but they are only of a small proportion of the families in Hongkong.
2. Hawker Family Patterns
What are the patterns of hawker families? In order to answer
this, we should first have an appropriate classifications of families.
Attempts have been made to classify local families into the following
patterns:
(a) The family of spouse which consists of only husband and
wife without any children.
(b) The nuclear family Which consists of husband and wife
with unmarried children.
(c) The stem family which consists of one or more parents of
husband and wife with unmarried children.
(d) The extended family which consists of two or more nuclear
families.
(e) Other miscellaneous pattern.
The data of my study show that about three fourths of the
respondentst families belong to the nuclear type, and another 17 per cent
of them are of the stem type. Table 29 shows the family patters of the
hawkers.
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On the whole, the family patterns of the hawkers are similar
to that of many working class people in Hong Kong.
3. Size of Hawker Families
Regarding the size of hawker families, it varies from individual
case to individual case. Some families are featured by only one member, and
some others have two. But majority of the respondents are from relatively
big family size in which a family consists of the couple and five or six
children. Table 30 shows thae family size characteristics of the respondents.
It appears that more than 70 per cent of the respondents are from a family
of more than seven members. There are eight families which each has at least
ten members. In fact, the average family size among the informants is 6.5.
The figure is very close to the findings of a recent Govt survey of the hawker.
(4)
families in Resettlement estates in 1968. The Govt figure is 6.2.
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Table 30: Family Size Characteristics of the Resnondents






































Average Family Size 391
60
6.5
But the figure of family size tells little about the family
conditions.
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Since the hawker family size is so large, one may ask
if most of the family members are depednents who earn no income
at all. Table 31 gives a detailed account of the number of depend-
ents in the families. It shows that about two-fifths of the respond-
ents have a total of four to six dependents. Another 15 per cent
of the informants have more than seven dependents. Only eight haw-
kers claimed that they had no dependent family members at all.
Table 31: No. of Dependents in Hawker Families
No. of Dependents
Claimed by the




































4. Role Distribution in Hawker Family
Vegetable hawkin s no one-man job. {Whenever you walk o
down a hawker concentrated street, you can easily find a small
girl selling the commodities like veteran hawkers. In fact, she
may be an amateur who helps her parents at peak business hours only.
The example illustrates that family paticipation often takes place
in hawking life.
In order to delineate the family -participation in the
occupations, the informants were asked to name who helped them the
most. Many of them gave a direct and flat answer: husband.:'or
wife. Some others said, Sometimes my children come to help.
But nearly half of the respondents claimed that they Vee,
no.y help. It appears that they mean they need little help from
their family rather than no help. Some of the informants who said
so still required their spouse or childrenlo:,V to the stall occass-
ionally. It is likely that little heavy assistance rather than no
assistance is required by this group.
Table 32 reveals the answers by the respondents to the
question on their various requirement of family assistance.
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Table 32: Family members who helps h ati=iking
Family members



























Since there is neeatyreey high degree of family
paticipation in hawking, the economic activity is an important
basis for role distribution in hawker family, On many occassion,
the wife of a hawker family has to play a dual role of being a street-
trader and a housewife at the same time. Under such circumstances,
the wife.sells the vegetables in daytime and does the house work
during slack hours of the business as well as at night after the
business is over. On some other occassions, children of many hawker
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family/may become some sort of economic asseits to their parents
of definite importance. They perform chores to relieve their
parents' house work load in a way that they can handle some cook-
ing and washing responsibility. When the children have reached
their adolescence they are often required to help their parents
run their stalls. In some other cases, the children are required
to work at factories in order to earn some money to ease the family's
finaial situation. All these mean that hawker children have, to
a certain extent, participated in the economic activities of the
family.
Manyy hawker children have acquired some voice in making
decision of family affairs together with the father since their particip-
ation in the economic activities.
For example, a hawker's girer which invited the father
for an interview, and she told me to visit themthem in telephone without
getting the consent from her father. When I interviewed her father
at their home the girl answered some of my questions before the father
was able to make any response. She did so several times. While the
interview was in progress, one of her younger sister came to the
mother for $0.5, this girl immediately told the mother not to do so.
And the mother followed her advice.
In short, the father loses authority in his family because
of his occupational and social inadequacy.
Hcieueda ctter from me
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5. Living Conditions
Regarding the living conditions of the respondents, four
areas should be discussed, namely, the type of buildings one lives, the
residential environment one is in, number of households living together,
and the-degree of comfort one enjoys. Attempts were made here to give. a
brief discussion on these.
The findings reveal that about 20 per cent of t1r e in for giants
live in pre-war buildings and roof-top wooden huts, and another 10 per
cent live in public housing estates like resettlement estates and low
cost housing estates. The rest, representing some 70 per cent of the
total sampled respondents, live in post-war buildings. See Table j5.
Pre-war buildings are usually semi -wooden structures of
three to five storeys which are characterized by limited sanitary facilities.
Since they were built before the Second 10-iarld War, the outlook of most
of these buildings are rugged. To rent a room there is cheap. In yaumati,
these buildings are mostly found on SheunE ai St., a'd Reclamation St.
around the Public Square St. Market.
Post-war buildings provide residents with better facilities z
as compared with that of the pre-war buildings. To rent a room in these
buildings is relatively expensive. But most of the post-war buildings which
the hawkers live were built in the earl 50s or 00s. The design of these
buildings can be described as relatively out-dated.
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Resettlement and low cost housing estates are run by the
Govt or housing agencies to provide the public site, a better residential d
facilities at a lower rent. Roughly speaking, their rents are ranged
from X30 to 100 per unit a month.
Turning to the question of residential environitent, 31
respondents claimed that they shared a fiat with many other li. ouseholds
because they could only afford to rent a room indtead of a more comfort-
able and luxurious living place.But 16 informants said they lived in flats.
The other respondents, however, reside in wooden huts or lofts. See
Table 34.
Besides the 16 respondents who live alone in one flat, all
other informants share a flat with various number of households.Most of
them share a flat with three or four other households, and some even have
to live along with seven or eight other families in the same flat. So
their surrounding is constantly filled with people and all kinds of
undes#r.bable noises. On many occasions, some landlords rent not only
rooms but also double-decked beds to make an ultimate use of the space
along the corridor. Table 35 tells the various number of households living
together with the respondents.
How co4ortable is a hawker's residence?
It appears that air-conditionerm private car, sofa, gas
equipment, desk, book shelf, and refrigerator are not commonly owned by
hawkers.None of the informants owns an air-conditioner, and only two
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claimed that they had a Private lorry for the delivery of their goods.
0nly six hawkers have a sofa at home. Book shelf, desk and gas equipment
are properties for only 10 respondents. Refrigerator is also not popular
among the hawkers as only llf respondents have installed one in their
house.
Telephone, television, transistor radio and electric fan
tend to be more common with the hawkers. About 70 per cent of the informants
said they owned these items. It seems1 that telephone is vital to them
because they often use telephone to give delivery orders to the thole sale
Market. Television, as indicated in the preceding chap tera,apper rc to be
their source ofentertainment. Since most hawkers live in a relatively
crowded place, electric fan is important in getting rid of the unbearable
heat and suffocating air during the hot season. All these items are of
practical use to the hawkers. But the other items, as outlined in the
preceding paragraph, appear to be of little practical use to the whole
family.
On the whole, hawkers tend to own those items Which are of
significant use to their dily life rather than those bringing them
more comfort.
Table 36 is the result of a check list of the respondents'
belongings at home.
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Table 33: Kinds of Buildings the Respondent Lives






























































































































































































Footnotes of Chapter Five
1. William J. Goode, World Revolution and Family Patterns
(Ist ed; New York: The Free Press, 1968), pp 1-26
2. Olga Lang, Chinese Family and Society (Ist ed; New York:
Archon Books, 1968),pp 134-169
3.Robert Michell, Family Life in Urban Hong Kong (Hongkong:
Chinese University of Hong Kong, 1969).
4. Hong KongGovernment, Hawker survey ny Resettlement
Department, (Hong Kong: Government Resettlement Department,
1969)
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Charter six Soc ai Rearirg of Hawker Children
1 . Socializlon xanc. Class
Human infants possess no culture nor any conception
of the world at birth. They know no language nor any morality
They have no intelligence nor any knowledge about norms of
society. These things are to be acquired by them through social-
ization-- a process in which its consequences are, widely
studied by soc wa 1. scientists. Some of. these studies reveal that
different patterns of socialisation result in different acquisitions
of endn7.ring competencies, standards of judgements, attitudes a_nd
motives--- or in short, personality system.( 1)
According to T. Parsons, the human per, sonaliyr is not
'born' but must be 'made' throuh the socialisation process.
He sees that one of the basic functions a. family performs is
the primary socialisation of cildrtin so that they can triry
become members of the society to which they been born."(2)
Many studies have illustrated that there are structural.
and functional difference among families from different classes
which. have their- own values and methods in socializing their
offsprings
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For example, Melvin Kobn has indicated that middle-class parents'
value centers on self-direction a .d. working class rarents' value
sticks to conformity to external proscriptions in their off snrirc
socializetion (3)Jackson Toby points out in another study that
middle class parents tend to reinfore their ch-i.ldren.'s motiv-
ation for scholastic success by indicatin. the occupational.
applications of e ucation, While, the lower class, parents do not
(4)
often do so.
Since ha.wkin is a uriue ccupatigpal group which
rPouires so much familr nartic;ipation. in the job, it is thus
significant to ask how the offsprings are brought upa Some
efforts in this chapter have been made to delineate the socialis-
ation patterns of hawker children and their parents' educational
aspiration for them.
2. Phrsical Care of Ha'r,ker Child
Some Western sociological literatures on the hu,sbar
rife relationship see that the degree of conjugal role segregat-
ion is not an unidimensional concept. There are various forms cof
cooperation among a couple to share domestic and child-rearing
tasks.
This is not terribily true for hawker families. The
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tasks of child rearing and domestic work all go to the wif e
instead of the husband, no matter the wife works full-time as a
hawker or assists the husband to sell. vegetables.
There are two wars of child--rearing currently practised
by hawkers. One way is to bring the child to stall and take care
of it while doing business. Sometimes the mother cannot gave much
attention to him when she is busy with her customers, The other
way is to leave the baby at home and let its elder siblings or
grand parents to look after. The mother takes care of it after
the business.
But no matter either way, the socializing methods of
persuasion and reasoning are often not used. ldh.en a child does
something wrong beating and scolding are often used. to punish
the kid. In order to illustrate this, some examtles came across
by the interviewer are cited as follows.
Example 1: A woman hawker was interviewed at the corner
of her stall while she was embracing her baby and cooking for her
lunch. She has nine children, and her husband is a minstrel
earning $300- $400 a month. Since all of them live together in
a small room near the stall, the respondent prefers to cook at
the stall rather than at home. The children come to the stall
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to take lunch everyday. Most of her children were brought up in
such an environment. During the interview, the baby cried several
times, and the interviewer asked if she had to feed the baby or
do anything to calm it down. But the respondent replied, It
doesn't matter. It always cries. It will be alright after a
short while. The interview continued, and the mother talked to
the interviewer and fed the baby with a bowl of rice. The small
kid stopped to cry and played by itself. It walked around, picked
up a small stick and stroke a wooden box.
Example 2: A baby was crying when I interviewed its
parents at their home. They had just had their dinner, and the
elder daughter was cleaning the table. While the couple were
talking to me, their little baby son cried. loudly because its
brother grabbed away a. toy car from him. The mother told him
to stop crying repeatedly but without any success0 She suddenly
S'vereiy hit his head. The little kid stormed crying immed.i a--
tely.
The two examples tell. that the socializing techniques
used by hawker -narents are relatively severe and aggressively
tinged. The techniques stress heavily an conformity to external
proscriptions
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Hawker children who are broumht up at home receive more
carp. from other fam:i l members, rather than the mother 4 The babies
are usually looked after by their elder siblings and. gran drar- tints
Under this circtmstance, siblins are bonnd to one another throub.
the care and help given. by an elder to a younger But how much.
emotional gratification anal. care the babies can receive from
their siblings depend on many factors. The ..ibli?). s who have
author. itariar.. rersonaiity may stress heavily on conformity to
external proscriptions.
It appear. s that th.3.s form of social rearing by leaving
the baby at home with cares from elder siblings or other family
members is also used hyT. Y.iorkin cr class peonie., For examble a
factory worker who hac. to choose between her bread-winning job and
child-rearing may be forced to go back to factories when the harv
is very smaee because her family badly needs financial acsistancrn
Comeback to the ryunstion of the percentago of hawker
children who are soci.aiised at the stalls and at their homes,
table 37 proyides a detailed. breaMown, of the informants' answers
to a question "How do you take care of your baby when they are
young?"
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Table 37: Social Environment and Social Rear Ong
of the Hawkers' Off,srrins
Wails of Social Rearinp
Bring the baby to stall
Leave the baby at home
Not applicable (No child-
ren or not hawker when the
baby was born)
Information not complete










Total 60 100. 0
It seems informants' elder children were mostly
brought up at their stalls, while the younger ones.re looked
after by their siiblings. There are many cases indicating
that the playmates of the respondents' offsprings at the
childhood are confined to their siblings.
Regarding whether the informants feel this way
of physical care of their children is suitable and appropriate,
more than 80 per cent of them gave a positive and firm asnwer.
They immediately said, "Yes." It seems that this tecnniaue of
socialisation is socially accepted? by street-traders. In
constast, only a few respondents gave somewhat different
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views about the techniques. They said, "You can do nothirg
even if this is not suitable because we have to work."
Some said, No one tells you
to be poor; to be a. child of a poor family has to suffer."
A sense of fate as urcontxol.你 窮 窮 人 仔 女 喺 賊 的 樂 啪
lable can be felt from their answers.
3. Playmates of Hawker. Children
Turning to the question of playmates of the hawker
children, three distinctive groups were identified by the
informants. They are: siblings, schoolmates and neighbours.
Face-to-face contact among hawker children, neigh-
bouring kids and schoolmates is possible because of geograph-
ical proximity. This form of contact plays a role in social.
learning in which one can. be socialised through a reciprocal
communication system. Some sociological literatures have shown
that the influence from Deer groups over one's development of
personality and formation of ideology should not be overlooked.
In order to understand the personality development of hawker
children, it is significant to know the kinds of people they
play with.
As mentioned in the preceding context, hawker
parents usually emphasize conformity to norms and external
□ □ 宜
( 有 人 叫 )
都 要 通 宜 啦 , 我 地 作 要 檔 食
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proscriptions in child-rearing they tend to give their child-
ren little freedom in selecting their playmates.
For example, a hawker said in an interview, "My child-
ren seldom go out excepet with the companionship of their elder
sivlings vecause they are still young. They are very obedient,
and they don't play with those kids whom I don't Know."
In another casem a male street-trader said ," Bend
a tree when it is young or you all not be able to vend it when
it grows up. Aboy'ss
character is easily shaped in his early childhood rather
than in adolescence. I am serious to my son. Hoesen't
go out late and his plamates are confined to his elder brothers
and neighbours.
In a third case, a woman hawker told the interviewe
that she didn't allow her children go out because "they were
still young." she said , "my eldest child is studying primary 5
and my youngest baby is only two years old. They stay at home
the whole day and play with the siblings only."
Only five out of the 50 informants who have child-
ren said they had no concern about whrtr their childern played.
The others claimed that they were very familiar with their
( 細 來 唔 屈 大 來 屈 不 得
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playmates. On the other hand, only six respondents said their
children sometimes did not come back home on time, while the
others def. initely said their kids always did so.
It seems that most hawker parents prohibit their
children from going out late at night. Among those informants
who have children, only one said. her children often went out
late at night and seven said their children sometimes did so.
Tables 38, 39 and. 40 tell the d.eg'ree of familiarity
of the hawkers have about their children's playmates, and
the frequency of the childr. en's com .no- back on time and going
out late at night.
Table 38: Familiarity with the Children's Phymetes
De ;ree of Famili arity
Very familiar with
A little bit
Not quite familiar with
No response
Not applicable, single,
no children or children.
grown up














Table 39: Frenuon.cy of Children's Pomin.m Home On Time
Freauencv
Yes
































1+, Particioation. in Hawkjnp and Discrimination 2painst. Girls
Although boys and girls in traditional Chinese
society are brought up together in their. early childhood,
they are not treated alike. In many families girls are cons-
idered infer. for to boys. Many parents prefer to have bovs
rather than daughters. Under the impact of westernisation and
urbanisation, this conception has been. changing in. Hong Kong.
But there is still some discrimination against the girls among
hawker families. In many cases, girls are reerui.red to help
hawking while boys can enjoy the prvilpge of going to schools.
The resrondents spelled out a wide range of answers
when the were asked: "Who helps you sell vegetables the most
and why?" Here are some of their answers.
"My dan..hter helps much because she is the eldest.
"My daughter is free because she has not studied
since her graduation from prmarv school."
nic more. tboys because the
girls have long been exposed to the job end taus know the
usinesss."
"I don't care whether the kid is my son or daughter,
anyone who is free helps me."
"I need no one to help me."
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ThecA answers illustrate two different views of the
hawker. or getting their children to help at stakks.
On one r.,mn.d the parents badly need assistance and.
the elder girls are often chosen to help It seems they have
a pre juadice that girls should have less education than. the
boys. In an interview, female hawker said, "Danghters will
marry to others sooner or later. They no longer belong to
our family. The sons should have high rriority for more educ-
ation. if we have little money.
Apart from sex prejudice, age also appears to be
another factor which makes the parents to choose the kid. to
help. buite a number of hawker parents claimed that their
children helped them Because their were the eldest.11 They added
that their had no discrimination against their daughter.
For example, another woman. street-trader told the inter-
viewer this statement:" Since we are poor, we need our kids
to help. I don't care if they are the girls or boys, they
come to the stalls because they are the eldest."
個 女 懂 早 都 嫁 人 , 如 果 家 聚
梗 係 沒 個 仔 读 多 的 書
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Table 41 tells about who h.elns the parents and why,
as revealed by the formants.
Table 41: Who Helns Parents Hawkinrp and Why
Reasons of


























































5.. Niducational Asniration for the children
Turning to the ruestior of the hawkers'educational aspiration
for their children, two rours of nennle holding contradictory views of
education can be identified. Some howkers prefer to let their children study
as much as -possible,, Some ethers would like their kids work after nrirnarv
school education. But on. the whole, Very few of them have definite plans
for the education of their children., Very often, a feeling of" it fate is
uncontrollable "and " for more aid
better education can be felt from their conversations.
How l ongg do the ha , leers expect their children to stair in school?
The in formants diversified answer. s to this cresticon. indicate their castinP'
little educational. asnirati.nn for their lroiinp-er Fen.ernti..nri .Let us take a_
look at some of their answers.
" It is still early to say because the kid is vounn. A,nart
from this, T don't even know how much I can e rn tornorroww, how can T pl. an.
anything?"
" I have no definite plan them, They are still young.
Let's wait andsee until they grow up.
T don't know. Let us see if they can do well in their studies
Actually, one's success all. depends on one's own spirit and avility. I doubt
how much our kids can. do."
These answers constitute to about half of the total. responses
from the informants to the c±uestion.. The sicnifica.nce of their no definite
plan and "wait-and-see "attitude connotes some decree of little aspirations.
Otherwise these parents should have a more solid planning.
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In addition , there are still other kinds of answes
" Since we are so poor, the dildren will have to wirk after
they finish their primauy school edycation."
"The elder children will work earkier in order to ease the
financial situation of the family, the younger ones will wnhoy more
education."
These types of answers indicate how encironmental factors
influence one's ideology, The economicx conditions of the hawker families make
the parents decide that theit childerd should go out and work at an earlier
stage.
The third jubd of response tecdsh to ve qyite different from the
about two types. The informants spelled out m imolicity or explitky, that
they dud have some plans for their children.
"The sons should go to middls school or university , but J
don't care about the dayghters."
"I'll try my best to syppor my children to funidh their
secondary school education."
It appeats that this group ,although constitytes only a small
proportion of total sampled population , has a relativelu high educationa
spiration for their offsprings, But still not many hawjers have the feeeling
that their childreen may have some equal chance to compete with others for
admission to universities.
Table 42 shows the various answers from the respondebts on their
children's educational pre=ospect.
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Tale 42 Hawkers' Expectation on Their Children's Study
Exectations No. of informants
l.Let them study if they do well
2. Finish Primary School
3. Finish M idd.le School
Not arpicable, no children, etc.
6. Sons farther study, dai),Thters help work
7 Let them study with scholarship only
Let elder sihlins work to support the youners 'study











Switching to the question of the academic achievement of the
hawker's childr. en, the findngs show that most of them d.o ha.dly in. the-i.r
studies. Many hawkers claimed. that they wdre annoyed by their results, but
some of them hold a. feeling that nothing can be done It annears that
they believe, to a certain extent, that one's success or achievement is
governed by his fate
To a certain extent, not many hawker s know their children's
studies in school, When you ask a hawker about his children's rest.llts,
he would always reply, "Oh, I suppose he is just alr roght. I am too busy
to learn about it."
5.No definite plan
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Chapter Seven Hawkers' Attitudes Towardsthe Govt.
1. The Government's Control Mechanism
One of the popular topics in newspapers about hawkers
is brawls between Government officials and street-traders over
issues of obstruction of traffic and clearance operations For
example, a total 13,000 obstruction cases by hawkers were brought,
up to court in 1970.(1) This is a common type of hawker offences
reported. Some of these cases were reported after complaints from the
public, and many others were brought up by the police and Hawker
Control Force in patrols.
Briefly speaking, the hawkers fel harassed towards
the Government's current control mechanism. But what are their attitudes?
Some questions xarexasku3i along this lire were asked during the
interview. brief description of their answers were presented in
this chapter.
In curreyk practice, hawkers are mainly dealt by the
Hawker Control Force and the Hawker Liaison Section of the Urban
Services Department. The form8r was first formed in 1960, following
a recommendation from a joint report by the Urban Council and the
Police Department in 1956, to help implement a policy of relocating;
hawkers away from congested streets into bazaars0 The force perform
a service k2 of patrolling to regulate street-traders' hawking behavior.
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The latter which consists of two senior hawker liaison officers and
10 other hawker liaison officers was establisied in fated 19,69 to
implement the Government's hawker policy. Each hawker liai_scn officer
is responsible for the hawker affairs in one administrative district in
urban Hongl ong. Apart from this, the Urban Services Depar tnient also
(2)
keeps a licensing bection to keep records and licenses of haikers.
Table 43 shows the steady growth of the total number of
HCFs and the ratio of the force and hawking population in the last
10 years.



















































Source: Hongkong Annual Report, 1960--70.




A comparision between the size of the HCF and hawking
population shows a distinctive inadequacy of the former. No Hawker
Control Force members in Yaumati were seen when this study was
conducted. They have been shifted to Hongkong Island about a year
ago to reinforce the manpower there.
2. Attitudes Towards the HCF
How do you feel about the Hawker Control Force?
The Hawker Control Force arrest hawkers, but they are
seldom seen now. A quick association of the term to being arrested
tends to bb the common answer to this question. They are also
conscious thelleft of the force. The findings show that 22 informants,
representing 36.7 per cent of the total sampled respondents, gave this
short and direct answer to the question.
Eleuven hawkers, claimed that they had no opinion and
kndw nothing about the force, some of them said, We are just a
hawker and don't care this. It appears that they are quite senstive
to the question, and they said so in order to disguise their real
attitudes.
Four other respondents refused to answer the question.
But further conversation bbtween themm and the interviewer shows
they only said so because they wanted no involvement in political
affairs.
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On the other hand, eight hawkers showed positive
attitudes towards the force. Hawake Rwker Control Force do not interrupt
our business because we are fixed pitch hawkers. They only regulate
the behavior of mobile hawkers.
However, there are some extreme remaks describing the
force as 9 corrupted group which should be abolished because they
Vtake tea money. Some even said, They are driving t1ge dog into
the dead-end avenue. We will have a miserable life if they were he re. '
( 我 地 真 喺 比 他 地 趕 得 絕 ) C.uch answers represent the
extremely unfavorable attitudes towards the force which constitute
to about 7 per cent of the replies.
In addition to this, another 10 informants described
the HCF as of no use. They do nothing to help us nor regulate
the pattern of stall distribution.
Table 44 shows the i nfornmants' various opinions about
the Hawker Control Force.
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Table 44: Opinion About Hawker Control Force
Impression
Arrest hawkers, but they are seldom
seen now
Not useful, no affect on hawker's
business
Seldom do anything to fixed pitch
hawkers; regulate behavior ofmobile
p dlers only
Corrupted people, should be abolished
No opinion




















3.Attitudes Towards the HLO
When asked of their imoression of Havker Liaisor Officer,
it turned out that a vast majority of them do not even know such a
trrm. Some of their common replies are:
” I have never heard about this."
”Are you asking me about the inspector in the sanitary
office
(Hawker often call the Urban Serice Dept . as sanitary
ffice
" I am just a hawker and concern only of business, Since I
take no part in any organisation, I don't know him."
Such answer sconstiutet 90per cent of the response from
theinformants0nly six Qut of the 60 informant said that theyknew
the Yaumati Hawker Liaison officer
The significance of blank impression or no knowledge
about the HLO may be interpreted inseveral ways. bawkers may be
not well informed abouthe estabishment and functions of the HLO
They may be indifferent to establishment because of their subjective
value or negatifve stereotype about the Govt
These are only some of interpretations which can be
offered at his stage Further research should be made in order to
come up with a firm answer on this.
( 衛 生 局 )
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4. Knowledge about the Govt's Licensing Policy
In another information test on the hawkers' knowledge
about the Government's current hawker licensing policy, only 68per
of them were able to correctly identify the Government's new licensing
policy imposed in 1971 summer. The new policy stops issuance of new
licenses of every category unless recommended on the basis of social
welfare. It also cancels the automatic succession when a licencee
dies. In response to a question on how to.get a licence, today, 21
informants still claimed that any one could get a pedlar licence from
the Urban Services Department with 11;20.
To summarize all these, scratches in the hawkers' mind
about the Government x are characterized by little understanding
of its policy. They have little knowledge in new changes in Government
policy such as the establishments of HLO.
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Footnote of Chanter SeVen
10 Hong Kong Government, Annual.. Report of the Urban Services
Department (Hong Kong: Hong Kong Government, 1971), p.18.
2 Another project of the 3ffiplemtation of Hawker. policy has
been carrying out by Mr. G. Guest of the Social Re-
search Centre when this report was written. Detailed
description of the Government's hawker policy can be
found in his forthcoming report.
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Chapter 8 Jcb Satisfaction
1. Job Satisfaction and Class Difference
Reviews of some sociological literatures on occupations
show that occupational satisfaction is diredtly related to
stratification. There are many determinants of job satis-
faction. Some studies illustrate achievement factors to be
the most important factor for satisfaction, but they are
usually confined to the high levels of white-collar work.
Blue collar workers tend to be more interested in the economic
rewards and pay rates. Social relations appear to be a heavily
weighed factor for women in determination for job satisfaction.
All these indicate that there is no one factor 1.fli.ch can be
singled out as the determinant of job satisfaction.
Since job satisfaction has condiderable influence
over one's occupational performance, aspiration for future
and social mobility, some efforts have been made to identify
some of the major determinants perceived by the hawkers in
this study.
The findings reveal that economic reward, control
over various conditions of work, cohesiveness of the work
group and social relations tend to be the relatively important
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determinants rated by the informants. Some discussions of
those aspects are presented as follows.
2. Control Over Working Conditions..
Control over working conditions such as time and free-
dom from supervision tends to be a heavily weighed factor
of job satisfaction by the respondents.
A number of questions about this aspect were asked
the respondents. When they were asked if they liked the
occupation, a large number of them said, Although hawking
is a hard job, you are free from rigid regulations which
specify when is the working time. You don't have to take
in a lot.
It appears that majority of the respondents see
hawkers enjoy much freedom, though they have to work for
long hours. However, they are not tied by rigid regulations
which specify when is the working time. Although we have
to work very hard, we are free from supervision by others.
When we feel not well we can just close our stalls. This
is the general atitude of the hawkers.
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For the female hawkers, to be a hawker means they
can take care of their home of children at the same time.
Some woman hawkers whose homes are near their stalls can
return home to do the house work durting the slacj hours of
their business, Many respondents said they wouldn't bother
to change for another occupation wven the new job offers
them the same income they cyrrently get . In their mindds'
there are no other jobs which can five them so much free-
dom as hawking does.
3.Social Relations
Each transaction volume of the vegetable hawkers
is quite low. Repeated fied observation shows that the
average volume is in the regron of $1. This means one has
to do a conduserable number of deals everyday in order to
get a marginal profit to maintain one 's living . For
example , a hawker who does $100 business a day is required
to do more than 10 differnet transactions. And yet most
of these deals are carried out in the three to four peak
hours in both the morning and the afternoon.
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On the whole, hawkers are wery busy in thair peak hours,
but they enjoy it, Thry meet their fomikuar custaotmers in this
period. On many occasions, each transation means more than a
business dal batween a buyer and a seller. The street-tradors
maintain a good social relation with their rogular customers.
They gossip a lot during their business transections , childronlg
education, price of foodstuff, TV programmes, and other dudaly
affairs are their contert of their their gossip. Some hawker
even how the family background of some of their custorots.
4.Economic Reward
The prefit of vefetable selling differs by the hawkors'
stall locations,their daily turnover, and their profit rate
Some hawkers can take only $2000 to $300 a month , but some others
earn $700 to $80. There are also some speocial eases in which a
street-trader earrs more $1000 a month . The commmon carning
from a vegetable hawker is in the tange of $500 to $700. But on
the whole, the informants are qyte satisfied with their current
economic reward frpom the occuption.
Table 45 reveals the relationship botween the respobdebts'
degree of satisfaction and their income from hauking. It appears
that only eight out of the 60 informants showed dissatisfation.
Among thesr eight hawkers, five of them are from the income group
of less than $500, two from theincome group of $500 to $700, and
the rest cann earn eare than $700 a moth.
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Aabout half of the other respondents said they wew satiafied
with t ns, amount they earned. Few hawkers claimed that they were
extremel satifiod. with their income. Atotal of hawkers ranked
their degree of satisfaction as justalright For this group, they
seem to show a feeling that they were doomed to be hawleers because of
the arrangement of the fate. The feeIing of "just alright" connotes
a derre of slight dissatisfaction.
In briet, hawkers who earn less tend to show more dissatisfaction
than those high income ones . But the degree of dissatisfaction is
sliht. This may be a ccazuitecd for occupational gratifications
from other factors,
Regarding the gueston of what cpe of hawking is more profit
--able, only seven informants claimed that selling vegetables was
profitable business, as corn aced Uith other types of hawk aga Another
10 hawkers held that every one can achieve his success in any occupation
In general, they see that1 where are successful as
well as unsuccessful people in ever, kind of and it is hard
to tell which one is t eprofitable business". Some of them even
added that one should stick to his ozm h e_wking, activity rather than
move to other areas of certainty, though he is dissatisfied wit
his current job.
The common saying of hawkers you don I t do the job if you don't
know the job" tends to be the common explanation on why
they want to stay in the field of vegetable hawking if it is not as
profitable as other type of hawking business.
( 行 行 出 狀 元 )
( 不 熟 不 做 )
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5. General Feeling of Hawking By Hawkers
How exactly dothe hawkirs feel about thair pccupation
In order to answer this quetion, a number of stataments
covering such aspects like job opporituntiy in Hongkong incividual-
istie Value, occupational dtsud, pccuopational satisfaction and
career aspiration for their children were asked the informants.
They were asjed to show their feling by indicating if they
strongly agree, agree, disagree of strongly dissagee to the items
Table 47 shows theiranswere
Regarding theit fesling of job opprtunity, the infirmapts
were pessimistic as 63 per cent of them strongly believed that it
was diffcult to find a suitable job in Hongkong. Another 18
hawkers, representing30 per cent of the total sample , also agreed
to the statement
On the other hand, few hawkers are in favor the idea of having
their children hawkers, Atoral of 70 per cent of the
informants agreed tahat one shouldn't Let one's children to be
hawkers because it is " alife which requires long hours of
work ." On the other hand , about 60 per cent of the respondents
ranked factory work subordinate to hawking, in terms of income
Although vwhite--collar job has been highly ranked by the respondents,
42 out of the 60 informants se that these peopl have to spend
quite a lot of money on clothing
125Table 46 s General Telling of Hawking By Hawkers








It is very difficult to find
a suitable job in. Hong Kong
If you have no skill, you will
be cad of hunger, so parents
should send child.r en to factories
to learn some bread-wining skills
On Tndividyalistic Value
3 One can never be rich, unless o
does business. To be employed
means no future.
4. Rather be chicken head. than. ox
tail. To be a hawker is to be
your own boss.
5. To do business on. partnership
bases means to take risks. It
is better to do business alone.
I. On Occn-oati.onal Status
6. Although white-collar workers
and teachers earn much money,
they have to spend a lot in
dressing. A haz.rker doesn't have
to do that and enjoys more
freedom.
7 In general, hawkers earn. more
than other workers.
8. Many people say a hayker re-
quires small amount of capital
but makes high profit..
V. Or Occupational Satisfaction
9. Hawkers can take care of their
children when they are hawking.
10. Grain covers pearl, no one
knows how much hawkers earn..
V. On Aspniration
11. Although many people say
hawkers enjoy freedom some
of them are of back characters.
On e should not let one's
children to be hawkers.
38 18 2 2 60
21 21 10 3 60
13 15 17 13 1 60
12 26 1 17 3 60


























Individualistic and enterenuer value. Vends to be also
an important feature of the hawkers ideology . It appears that
to be one's own boss or run a business alone is important to
hawkers . Thirty -cight out of the 60 respondens had this feling,
They agreed thsat one should rather be smull business boss than
employee if big enterprises . This type of chicken - besded
psychology is very popular among the hawkers.in addition,
nearly half of the raspondents agreed that one should never do
business together with other.
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6.Occupational mobility of hawkers
How does a hawker become & hawker?
Awide range of answers were given by the informunts in
respose to this question. Here are some of thoir answere
"Oh . I have bean in the hagking field for more than 30
years. In fact, Ihelped my mother selling sweet potoeaeos when
I was only eight years old ."
"Iknow the business well because I have been hawjubg fir
a long time. Icame to Hongkong after the War in a hope to find
a batter rewarding ob . Here Ilived with my uncle who was in
egg hawker and helped him. 19years ago I sold eggs rather than
vegetables. But Ishifted to sell vegetables becayse it offers
mpre profit."
"When I arrived in Honkong , I met my friend my friend who from
my dustrict. It was under his help Isranted my hawking bysinesss"
" Igot the exprtience is selling vegtable."
It appears that there are many reasons that account for one's
becoming havket. These reasons can be generalized into some pattotes,
namelym heruitage from family , influsace from social notwork, familiarity
with the job, expectation for better income , and limited ablility to
ther jobsm Among sll these reasons, the first two constityto to about
60 per cent of the total answes Table 47 is an account of their
reasons.
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Table 47Reasons of Choosing Selling Vevetable as Occunetions
Reasons Responden Percanrag


















In fact, the sthdy finds a relativesly high perccentage of the
hawkers (about 30% of the informants )are from Koon and are of
generaion lts It appears that regional networ ktends to be as
important fac nor which pushess one to bekern Vey otei
person comes to Hongkong wit out any skill finally becomes a hawkers
because his friends fro the same district- motivate them to do so,
A mart from this )the ridings also reveal that one-the
of the respondents are from a hawing on faning family, They said
they enter the occupation because they know the occupation. A
corsparison between the occupations of them mare is and respments
shows little upward mobility between the two generations. Table 18
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Grocery shoo owners
Shop employee or factory ?workers



















chapter V e summary and conclusion
I. Significance of Hawking
1. siu-fann can be more apperopreiately called
street-traders rather than hawkers because the term siu-fann
carries a semantic meaning of trading with small capital
and a cultural meaning of mobile trading in market town. It
is used to refer to traders who operate their business in
a public place like corners of streets or bazaars.
2. Hawking performs an important economic role in
vegetable distribution because more than 85 per cent of
local consumption is roughly estimated to be sold through
street-traders. The average person of the 4 million
population in HongKong eats about half a catty of vegetables
everyday. This means some 20,000 picula of vegetables are
consumed everyday.
3. Regarding the socilla significance of the occupation
hawking means more than just provision of job opportunities
to a group of people. Since most hawkers have a considerable
number of regular and familiar customers, the personal tie
( 小 販 )
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and social interaction between the two groups should not
be overlooked. The product of their interaction may have
effects on shaping of their value systems and ways of
living.
4. Vegetable .hawking is a system whicb/neets the
social demand for more fresh foodstuff distribution out-
lets by the Chinese because they are accustomed to shop
fresh food everyday. Hawking provides the publicsuch a
service at easily accessible and convenient location and
thus cuts down the customers travelling cost.
5. Three major types of vegetable distribution
processes can be identified. They can be identified. hey are:
(1) From producers (formers) to retailers (hawkers)
(2) From producers through wholesalers to retailers
(3) From producers through wholesalers and middle-
men to retailers.
Most vegetables go to hawkers by passing through
one of these channels.
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II. Nature of Occupation
1. Regional ties among the hawking population can
be found in many hawking ca. ses. The findings show that
there is a relatively high percentage of the vegetable
street-traders are from Tung Koon. In addition, many haw-
kers enter the occupation because of introduction, by
their relative or people of their district whom they know.
2. Generally speaking, vegetable hawking is an
occupation operated on a family basis which requires high
degree of family participation. Spouse and elder daughters
are the common assistants oto the hawking. Their help
ranges from getting commodities supplies, running the
stalls to other general labour work.
3. Vegetable hawkers usually work for long hours
---often from 12 to 14 hours--- d day. Generally
speaking they have to start their work at 7 or 8 am and
do not end the business until 8 or 9 pm. But the flow of
their business is not steady the whole day. Most of
their business transaction goes on in two peak times---
9-11.30 am and 4.30-6 pm.
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4. The seasonal fluctuation of vegetable hawking
business is great. A hawker can do only half or 1/3 of
his business in slack months, as compared with that in
the prosperous periods. Winter is usually the prosperous
time for most vegetable street-traders
III. Social Life
1. Yum-chah , going to teahouses, in the
morning is part of the social tor many hawkers. Tea-
houses mean more than places for breakfast but communcLiation
centres for exchanges of business and social informations
among themselves. A hawker usually spends $2 to $3 in
their familiar teahouses for some form of breakfast before
their business. Here they also meet their fellow hawkers.
2. Most hawkers -are deprived of cultural and
recreational activities. The concepts of leisure,
entertainment or recreation just do not exist in their
mind. Many hawkers regard doing house work, sleeping or
staying at home as a form of recreation01. Some of them
appear to be contented with such style of living while
others express regret that they er forms of recreation,
( 飲 茶 ）
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3. Watching T.V. and gossiping with family members
are the common methods of pasttime of hawkers. Outings,
touring, reading or listening to music do m_ot belong to
the leisure activities of them. Because of their long
working hours and conflicting working pattern with movie
showing schedule, they seldom go to cinemas.
4. Mahjong playing is part of the social life of
many hawkers. Some hawkers regard mahjong playas some
form of recreation. Comparatively speaking, the female
hawkers who have to perform a dual role of being a street-
trader and a housewife seldom take part in such an ac@tvityo
Their husbands play more.
5. The living conditions of hawkers vary by
individual cases. The findings reveal that many vegetable
hawkers' families live together with many households in a
single dwelling unit. Most hawkers live in rooms they rent
from other people, though some street-traders reside in a
whole flat by his family. The location of their residence
appear to be confined to some streets around their stalls,
namely, Reclamation Street, Sheunghai Street, Saigon Street
and Battery Street.
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IV. Social Network and Social Organisation
1. It appears most hawkers have a somewhat localize
informal social network in which the members tend to be
their neighbours, fellow hawkers, customers and friends
near their hawking stalls or places of residence. The
social significance of such localized network is
characterized by two features. In one way the street-
traders lave a social interaction to maintain relations
between themselves and familiar customers through economic
ties of regular business deals between the two groups.
In another way, a highly connected network also develops
between hawkers and their neighbours or people around
their stalls because they are socially similar to each
other. In short, economic ties and social ties tend to
be two forces that develop the connectedness iVthe social
networks of hawkers.
2. The kin network of hawkers is confined to the
immediate family members who live separately. But the
frequency of reciprocal visits between hawkers and their
friends or relatives is low. Residential location of
relatives or friends is a factor that affects their
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interactions. The frequency of visits increases when. they
all live near to each other, if we hold other factors
constant.
3. Few hawkers take part in formal social organisations
such as hawker associations or kaifong associations, though they
know these bodies. These bodies play a role in sponsoring
social activities for hawkers rather than exercising direct
regulatory disciplines over their hawking behavior. Social
gathering and feasts tend to be thee activities of these
organisations, as identified by hawkers.
V. Social Rearing of Hawker Children
1. Two methods of child rearing are currently
practised by hawker parents. The mother either brings her
baby to stall or leaves it at home under the care by other
people. In general, the elder children of hawkers are
often brought up by the mother at stall, while the
younger ones are looked after by the elder siblings at home.
2. The socialising techniques used by hawker parents
are relatively severe and aggressively tinged. Stress is
heavily placed on conformity to external proscriptions.
In addition, the methods of persuasion and reasoning are
not frequently used while scolding and corporal punishment
are often employed to punish the children.
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3. The Playmates of hawker children are confined
to their siblings, neighbours and schoolmates. Most
hawker parents allow no children to go out late at night,
especially the younger ones. The parents seldom bring
the kids to picnics or another form of recreational
activities in holidays.
VI. Family and Role Distribution
1. The common structure of hawker families t edc; to
fall into two major types--- the nuclear family which cone
sists of husband, wife and unmarried children, and the stem
family which comprises parents of either the husband or
wife, and unmarried children. Majority of the hawker
families are of the nuclear type, while only a few of them
are stern family. The patterns of hawker families appear
to be an example of the social adjustment of families to
the:' impact of industrialisation and urbanisation in Hong
Kong.
2. The family size of the hawkers varies from
individual case to individual case. Some families are
featured by only one member-- the respondent--- while
ti
some other famil;?,,lembers. In general, most married
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hawkers have five to six children. The average family size
as indicated in my study, is 605 which ilightly higher
than the findings of a recent government survey in 1968
by``.. Although the family size is higher than that of
the general public in urban RongKong, the figure is not
equivalent to the dependency ratio. Some hawker families
with a size of 6 to 7 may turn out to have a dependency
ratio of 2 or 3 because some of their members, are working.
But on the whole, the dependency ratio of about half of
my informants amounts to which means a Irking per son has
to take care of three other members.
3. Role distribution in each hawker family is
diversified. There axe many bases for role setting.
Economic cooperation appears to be a relatively important
on.e of the bases that binds husband to .,jife, and strengthens
the various relationships among parents, children and other
hawkers within the hawker family. In additio_: to the role
of mother, the wife of a hawker family often plays an
additional role of street-trader. Sometimes she may be
assistant to her husband, and in some other occasasions
she may be an independent hawker while her husband is
employed elsewhere. Dart from this, children of many hawker
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families become economic assets to their parents of definite
importance. long before they attain their adulthood. They
sometimes perform chores to relieve their parents' house
work load at an age as early as 7 or 8. In score other
occasions, they work at stalls to help run the business,
In some instances, the children who reach the adulthood or
preadulthood stage work in factories in order to help t
the family's economic conditions.
4. There are observations shozing that the economic
role played by hawker children at their earl- ape tend to
weaken the father-son relations'ip and thus decrease
parental authorities.' an some occassions this is true
because early indepen4nce of the children gives them chanees
to make decisions in family and against their parents wishes
over some issues. On some other occasmions economic cooper-
ration between the two generations may result in nigh
integration among themselves and thus increase the
cohej(siveness of the family. The present study demonstrates
no conclusive remarks on these but suggest that these are
significant areas for further studies.
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5. There are examples which show that the father
loses authority in his family because of his occupational
and social inadequacy. The children's participation in
the economic activities of the f:. wily often gives thee; some
voice in making decisoin of family affairs.together with
the father.
6. Emotional and grc do tends to be
another important way of role distribution that binds family
members into a unity. Sex ai kd aged ifference defines the
relationships of husband and wife, father and son,
brother and sister, etc. In hawker families, siblings are
often bound to one another through the care and help given
by an elder to a younger. Sometimes parents or parents-
in-law of hawkers in stem families are bound to the
members throu.the care by them to street-traders' children,
In short, there are many occasxions to show that
emotional ties among siblings are strong and interaction
between parents-in-law and children in law (in some stem
families) is intense in hawker families.
and generaumae
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VII. Job Satifaction and Occupational Ideology
1. Mastery over working conditions, socila relations
with fellow hawkers and customers,and economic reward tend
to be the relatively important determinants of job
satisfaction as seen by the hawkers. In general, freedom,
hardship, and flexibility of working hours are often
identified by the inf malts as features of hawking life.
There is much evidence of mutual cooperation among hawkers.
They have their own informal social norms to regulate their
hawking behavior. Oh the whole, they don't have much
conflict over their territory of hawking sites. The hawkers
maintain a high degree of integration among fellow hawkers
and the-people around their stalls.
2. In general, the hawkers are satisfied with their
present income, though some said their earning was unable
to coverfhe expenditure. Even for some hawkers who are
able to make less than X10 a day, they claimed that they
were satisfied with the job. This indicates that economic
reward is not the sole factor for their job satisfaction.
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The profit rate of vegetable hawking ranges from
10 per cent to 30 per cent depending on locations of stalls
and business fluctuation. Some hawkers who have contracts
to supply restaurants and cooked food stalls may do more
business.
3. Although many hawkers stress the hardship of
hawking, the degree of freedom a street-trader enjoys
tends to have definite emotional gratification for them.
For many hawkers hawking means to be one's o n boss and
free from supervision. They rank factory working as
subordinate to hawking. For some hawkers, the term,
hawking, connotes a degree of independence and not low
prestige well-being, associated with owning and controlling
one's own business. On the other hand, there are also
many example which show that some hawkers, in contrast,
often feel that fate is uncontrollable.
VIII. Occupational Mobility Pattern
1. In terms of occupational mobility, little upward
dttls
mobility between to generationiof the hawkers and their
parents is observed. Occupational heritage or previous
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knowledge about the job tend to be the common reasons offered
by the hawkers to explain °hy the enter the occu.:ation.
HHoweve'-, most hawkers have various occupational aspirations
for their children other than hawking. They prefer their
children to worry in factories or pursue more education
in order to get a wwrhite-collar job.
2. Some hawkers have aigh achievement motivation
They have their definite plans for their children as well
as themselves, though this group c , st;es only a small
proportion of the total hawking population. For this group,
hawking is a training ground for higher occupations. On
the other hand, majority of the street-traders I came across
in this study tend to be contented with thier current
environment and prefer to take no risk by making occupational
or other forms of changes. Their life space is narrow;
they feel fate is uncontrolla;le. The Chinese saying
You strike the bell if you area nun'
carries the implication of being doo7mied to do so. This
appears to be a typical profile of their life outlook.
( 做 一 日 和 尚 敲 一 日 □ )
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3. Although many respondents are frorr:: hawking families,
this does not necessarily mean vegetable hawking will be
continued in future generations. Unlike their parents
who have no job aspiration for them9 Many informants do
not favour their children becomming hawkers in the future
Instead, they prcfer the children to work in factories.
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Arnr?ndix T Selected Cases
In order to give a better i.nsi11t into the life of the
vegetable street-traders. five case retorts were presented here. The
five cases were selected in different criteria..
Case I is about the life of a. woman. hawker who comes from
a hawker family in which she had to help sell. vegetables at her Aarly
childhood.The hawker also needs her daii,rhtrr help her ri?n her sta.1.1,
but there is little likelihood that the crirl will up to he a hntwwker
in the future.
Case 2 tells the oucup tional. chances of a male li wker who
also comes from a hawker familyr.His two da.unh.ters are currently helping
him. Altho'1w1h. he rrefers his children to rrn to factorins, there is a
likelihood that the grls may become streeet-traders The c se also 1il-
ustrates the .Ploomv. life of a. hawker in twhich one's fate is felt to
be uncontrollable and lAttIe educational asnirati.nn for children is Cast.
Case 3 tells how a rersen who has hawking experieddce
enters the vegetable street se1lln occupation. It is the case of a riddle
occupationaged male hawker who hms little aspiration for changes in
Case 4 tells the life of a lonely aged man who has only a
married dengter in Hong kong His occupational chance from shop proprietor
to hawker is a do ,mwa.rd mobility.
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Case 5 is about the life of a woman howker who works ot got
some subsidiany momey for the family, The case tells how social network
an account of the life of a woman who nerforms a dual role of heing a
hawker and a housewife






Address: Shanghai Street, Yaumat
Place of Birth: Shun Tak Kwung Tunge
Education: Illiterate.
Language used at home: Cantonese.
Year of arrival at Hongkong: Before the War about 1939,
Period of living in the above mentioned place: Two ;Tears.,
Rent: $40 a month.
No. of children: Two.
Occupation of spouse: Hawk with the respondent
Age of spouse: 42
Having been a vegetable hawker for more than 30 years, Mrs. A
believes that she will continue her occupation for the rest of her life,
She said I become a hawker because I have been accustomed to the job.
A wood oil bottle is used for carrying wood oil only, and a man who.
knows a job does the job.
Mrs. A helped her parents sell bean sprout at Kwun Chung,
Yaumati when she was only about 10. In addition to hawking, she had
to prepare lunch for the family everyday. Mrs. A described the life
in those days as very hard.
They suspended their hawking-when the Japanese occupied
Hongkong until the war was over. Instead of selling bean sprout,
they then sold vegetables.
( 由 於 撈 慣 撈 熟 ， 所 以 我 就 做 小 ）
飯 而 且 ， 裝 桐 油 的 樽 自 然 要 裝 番 聽 哦 那 天 有 ， 做 野 不 熟 不 做 ）
（ 順 德 ）
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About 20 years ago, Mrs.A met Mr.A in the hawking circle
at Kwun Chung. They married each other and became a Pair of vegetable
hawkers, earning $400 a month. Five years later, the couple were re-
sites tto a hawker bazaar next to the Kwun Chung Market in a hawker re-
location programmer. However, their business dropped. rapidly because
their new site was inconvenient to their customers.
So, they finally decided. to move to Public Square Street
near the Yaumati Market where they expected to have a better location.
and earn more. They have been selling vegetables at this site since
that time, and now they can earn $600 a month,,
However, Mrs.A believes that her present hawking site is not
very good otherwise their life would not be so hard. She estimated
that at least 50 per cent of her customers were frequent patrons.
She said, If we don't depend on familiar customers or frequent pat-
rons, how can we do a good business?
做 的 住 ）
It appears that Mrs.A is quite contented with her present
job. She has no intention of shifting to another occupation nor any
other definite plan for the future. I have no money nor any ability.
What kind of jobs other than hawking cann Ido?" ( 我 又 無 錢 ， 又 無 能 ）
She said that she would be very satisified
if she could just earn enough and the family members were healthy.
（ 如 果 唔 靠 熟 人 ， 點 ）
力 ， 可 以 轉 什 麽 行 ？
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When she was
asked what she would do with an extra $10, 000, she seriously said,
"I would do nothing but have an easy time."
Regarding the daily life pattern of Mrs . A, it is similiar
to many vegetable hawtable hawkers. Mr . and Mrs Ahave to work for over 12
hours aa day . Getting up at 6 a.m. one of them goes to the Cheungsha-
wan Wgolesale Market to but the goods, and the other prepares for
their business at the stsall. The vegetable are usually deliered to
their stall shortly after 8 a.m. a t a service chage rate of $2 per
picul. Tjier business does not neally stary until 9 a.m. , and it
climaxes around 10.30 a. m.. Ifradually dies oty half an hour
later.
In the afternoon, either one of the couple foes to the
wholessale marke again in order to fet some fresh vegatables for
their afternoon business session and the goods are often delivered
to them around 3 p.m .. When the couple finish their whole day
business it is already 8 p.m
Mrs. Ahas very little entertaimment after her hawking every-
day because "it is already too late " The couple donn't even have the
habit of going to teahaouses before they start their work .They ususlly
( 但 秋 覺 店 兩 餐 ， 人 人 生 壯 ， 我 都 心 願 了 ）
什 麽 也 不 做 享
翻 下 福 先
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have a bowl of porridge around 8 a.m. when the preparations for their
business are made. However, Mr.A often goes for afternoon tea with
other hawkers to exchange the informations about wholesale prices
of vegetables.
Though Mr.A occassionally plays mahjong with his friends,
but it is not Mrs.A's game. She claimed that she never played.
Mrs,,A has a daughter and a son. The girl, 18, now works
at a garment factory for$ 400 a month. She lives with her aunt at
Sunnokong and only visits the couple two or three times a month.
The son, 10, is a Primary 4 student of a primary school.
Mrs.A said her daughter had helped her a lot when the girl
was young. She not only ran the business at the stall but also cook-
ed the two meals, Mrs.A said. The woman described her daughter as
avery obedient girl.. The girl started to help her mother at her
age of 12 to 13 after here her primary school education. At
the very beginning, she came to the stall at busy hours to help her
parents tie the vegetables and keep changes for customers.
At noon, she took care of the stall in order to letthe
respondents return home for lunch. Although there are few customers
at this slack time, the girl ran the stall alone. So gradually she
learned all the skills of hawking. But she did not end up to be a
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hawker because her parents were very against to have their child-
ren to be street-traders. After four years of heavy helping to
her parents, she finally left the hawking occupation and became
a factory worker when she was 16.
Concerning the son, she also believes he is very obed-
ient. He only visits his classmates occassionally when he has
some difficulties in his homework he never goes out late at night.
Mrs.A is quite concerned about her son's education. We
don't have many children, and we'll try our best to support our son
( 我 們 兒 女 又 不 很 多 ）
to be well educated, she told the interviewer.
當 然 希 望 儘 量 供 他 讀 書 ）
“Now the bo is receiving extra
a tuition centre everyday, she added. She added that the boy's
remarks in his school work was pretty good. Sometimes the boy
has to prepare dinner for the family after school.
It is the habit of Mr.A to bring his son to cinemas or
teahouses, once a week. But movie is not Mrs.A jam and bread. She
never goes to theatres because she has to do the household work
after long hours of hawking everyday.
Talking about the personal interaction among the relatives
and the respondent, Mrs0A said, To be a hawker means one's connect-
ion with six relatives has been cut.
The long hours of hawking gives us no chance to visit our relatives.”
（ 做 小 販 能 信 ， 真 係 斷 六 親 ）
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Only a few close relatives call on the respondent's stall
in daytime occassionally. They seldom go to the respodent's house,
The respondent's husband is a member of the Yaumati_ Kaifong
Association and the Hongkong and Kowloon Licensed Hawker Association..
He has participated in the two bodies since the riot in 1967. The
activities of these organisations confine to social gatherings like
feasts, but Mr.A is not an active participants in these gatherings.
Mrs.A knows the people aro.und her stall pretty well, but
she has no knowledge about the Hawker Liaison Establishment of the
Government.
She holds an attitude that a hawker who is in a better
location would earn more. She said. Those vegetable hawkers who
operate their stalls near the entrance of the market have very good
business. She also sees that hawking is a hard job, as compared
with other occupations like white collar job, teaching, and factory
work.
On the whole, Mrs.A is not very satisfied with her present
income. Her image about hawking and Hongkong is diversified. It
can be summarized as follows.
She strongly agrees that secretarial work or white collar
job requires one to spend much in dressing; a hawker is free from
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these bondages. In addition, though hawking is a small business, one
can be one's own boss. She strongly believes that one will not become
rich unless one does business.
She has a feeling that it is hard to get a suitable job in
Hongkong. However, she holds a counter attitude,4owards the idea if
one should encourage one's children to be hawkers after Primary school
education.
Although she agrees that a hawker can take care of his
children while hawking and a hawker earns more than a factory,worker,
she disagrees that hawking requires little capital to make much profit.
Regarding doing business, she believes that one should do it alone be-
cause partnership means risking.
The residence of A's family is small and crowded. It is
not a room but a loft, measuring about four feet high, above the kit-
chen of a flat. There are six households on the flat. The A family
has no dinning table nor any other furniture. Their son has been
accustomed to do his homework in the loft. A small wooden box is
his desk.
The interview was conducted at a corner of the entrance
which leads to a corridor on the flat. The land lady was present
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during the interview, but she said nothing to interfere the respond-
ent. On the whole, the informant is very cooperative. Before the







Ad.dress: Roof Top, Reclamation Street, Yaumati
Place of Birth: Shun Taken, Kwang Tung.
Education: Private tuition one to two years.
Lang uape used at home: Cantonese
Year od arrival.. at Hong Kong: 1.936
Period of living in the above mentioned flat: about twenty years
Rent: free of charge
No. of child..ren.: 9
Occupation of spouse: Hawker
Age of spouse: 45
Mr.B, a veteran hawker who comes from a baw king f.amilya.d now
also heads a. big hawking family of. 9 children, sighed, Plans for our
future? Forget at! We people who eat from hand to mouth aro. like planting
the trees in the morning but cutting timbers in the evening. We have
nothing to support us to think of this.
With heavy assistarce from his wife and two elder daughters,
he runs his stall. from 7 am to 8 pm everyday. Usually he carries out a
business transaction at about $100 a day. This enables him to make a
profit of 920 to $30 with a profit rate at about 20 per cent. So each
month he can earn $750 to $900-But this sum is obviously inadequate to
support a household of 11 personsm, and R is not satisfied with his
present income at all. But he confesses that besides hawking, he knows
no other business. This is also one of the reasons
why he regards running a shop is not his aspiration, of course, he has
no capital too.
( 好 似 我 □ 朝 □ □ ）
晚 □ 板 ， 有 也 大 算 ？ 無 條 件 請 ）
（ 除 買 野 外 ， 我 碉 邊 行 ）
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He claims, If I were to possess $10,000 now, I would move my
family to a better place. The house in which we are living is going
to be pulled down soon. But on the whole, he likes his present job.
Totally speaking, B has spent three quarters of his life in
the market. As a child, he helped his parents hawk vegetables in his
native county, Shun Tak. Later, he went to H0ng Krung and was introduced
by his uncle to work for a fish stall, earning $15 a month. He had to
cross the harbour at 3:00 am everyday to get his goods. He did. so for
some time until the war broke out. Then he was 18 years old.
Between 191+1 and 1945, during the Javanese Occupation, normal
commercial transactions and activities were in chaos. B then switched
to be a pnedlar of rice and other auxiliary foodstuff. He ran to and fro
Yuen Long, Tsuen Wan, and the Peninsula to sell. his goods.
Shortly after the war, B put an end. to his adventurous selling
activities.Yet it was difficult to find a suitable job in the newly
recovered Hong Kong.He thus picked. up a new hawking business--- selling
fried peanuts in Yaumati.Ver. y soon, he started to ma.narre a fish stall
with a partner. Two years later, he went back to Canton to se.11 fish
after his partner cheated him and grabbed. away his capital.
In 1953, B came back to his good. old place in. Yatumat and
picked up the life as a fish hawker once more. After another three yea_r,s,
in 1956, B turned to the vegetable hawking occuna;tion.
B has brought up nine children whose age range from 3 to 16.
The two eldest girls have ceased schooling to give their father a. hand
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in runninc the stall..They spend the whole day at the stall. togethe
with their mother, and the father is mainlrres onsihle for biuyinr the
goods from, the 14holesale Market Sometimes the girls are renU.ested to
cook the lunch and di n.ner too. On some occasions, the food-
from other hawkers for their two meals, and. they maintain a very
good relationship with each other.
The irl s have exreri enced a lot of the hard h.i and. freedom
of a hawker's life One of the girls told. the intervi ewer that Hawker
Control Force was very severe to them and she has been arrested .The
other one repeatedly claimed that she was unable to find any suitable
jobwhen the interviewer asked her how she had become her father's heater
helper.But her fa.t_her told me that she had never been to any factories.
She knows the business and does a eood job in that stall. B added,
Both girls used quite a. lot of hawker's vecabul ary in their talks while
I interviewed their father.
epardin.rp the studies of other kids, the father think
most of them were not doing satisfactorily at school. He insists that
heis not goinw to pave an academic rath for theme He hopes them 11 to
finish primary school. education and mo to join factories as an a.nrrentice"
The time schedule of B's dail,r life is very routine arm.
Waking up at 6 am, he immediately goes to Cheunvshawan.Wholesale Market
to buy the goods for the day's business. Then he ta1ces his wife and the
( 求其讀完小學去學師）
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pler daughters to the teahous,Huavinr fed them,themselves with appetineters
which cost them $4tbr) $5, they ores. the stall. From 9 to 11 am. they all
stav at the sta.l..1. because of t e mess of custorner,s. After this reri.nd,
the eldest daua hter goes home and rreuares lunch for family They. They
all home to eat.
In the afternoon, B sometimes orders a cup of. lemon tea to
his stall for a. few minutes of, relax, ITsuallv he closes the stal1 about
8 pm.The family takes their dinner at 'home between 8:50 and 9 pm.
Mr. B seldom takes his children. for outi.nc, or movie-gong.
Occasi onall.y, he a:oes to see a. movie.But this harrens only twice or thrice
a vear.His comra.ra.tiveiy favourite amusement is rnah on pla in_g., He
prefers to go to his friends' home or his fellow hawkers' house to tvla_v
mah ion.g in his leisure,Th.e game is usually 20 per stake
On the contr. arv, B seldom pays visits to his relatives and
vice versa. Fi.s relatively frequent visitors are limited to his immediate
family members such as brothers and sisters, for others hardly know the
time they will be at home. But he is very familiar with his neic hbours
and colleagues working near his stall. B has been w,,workinm at the same
site for years. At first he had no fixed spot to hawk. But now he had
a fixed pitch at the corner of the street though he is not licenced.
Sometimes there are ouarr. els and conflicts among the street-
trader'over the territory of their hawking sites. If this should happen,
B's strategy is Shout louder and everything will be OK!"
and sometimes tell them to get away from the place."
( 大 聲 的 ）
（ 叫 住 □ □ ）
就 得 喇 ）
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B's wife was a factory worker before marri e. Now are helrs
the husband a.t the stall
MraB feels gloomy for 'his children's stiidir.He sad, Bad, bad,
None of them is the material. for erliication."
Switching to the question of schol.arship,he said," How come they have
the notentia.l and ability to obtain n the scholarship?
His eldest son, a 15-year-old teenager, is a machine
apprentice in a factory. Actually, he encourages his children to adopt
a working skill in factories instead. of to further st'adv.
Talking nn the subject which kind of street-traders earn the
most,Mr.B thinks meat hawkers earn the lion's share. Normally they can
make more than $100 a day, But those money which don't belong to you won't
go into your pocket. You can't manage a job well if you don't have any
knowledge about it. "
B strongly agrees with. the freauent sayin that It it is hax d
to find a good job in Hong KongM So the best way to equip oneself in such
a society is go and learn. something in the factories.
B lives on the roof ton with three other families at a humble
post-war building. There is no t6ilet in the house.Their kitchen is serving
as the bath-room as well. Up till now, they still use kerosengoil as fuel.
There are altogether three double-decked beds in their home to accommodate
the kid.s.B has installed a telephone, a wireless television, a no.rtable
radio set and a fan, On the other hand, in ,spite of the number of chi l_dren.
at school age, they possess no desk nor rook shelf.
( 楂 差 ， 有 個 成 材 ）
0
（ 撰 獎 學 金 □ ）
（ 唔 喺 你 财 ， 唔 入 你 袋 ， 你 唔 识 点 做 呀 ）
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The interview was conducted at the home of the respondent
while the family was having their dinner, R's geldest daughters often.
talked to theinterviewer. They were very cooperative and were. extreme`l.vv
good in giving answers. It seems the resn:)on.dent respects U3'? iver,S1 tin, and
the job of the interviewer. B's dau hter asked the interviewer of hour
to anoly for rooms in low cost hocirm estates or. resettlement estates
after the interview. The whole process acted for two hours.
Although the respondent nr. efers his children. to take up sone
jobs other then, hawking, his two elder daughters have been l.rea.d,r -D?rti
socialzed tobe hawkers, It aprears that the girls have been accustomed






Address" Roof-top wooden hut in Take Shaing Ave.
Place of Birth: Macau
Education: Illitereate
Language used at home: Cantonese
Ye2 r of arrival at Hong Kong: 1949
Period of living in the above mentiond falat:18 years
Rent: Free of charge (but he has to pay around $30 a month for
sharing electricity and water supply with lower flats.)
No. of childrem:5
Occupation of spouse : Hawk with the respodent
Age of spouse: 36
Mr .c had no experience of hawkng before he switched
to the occu[ation 18 years ago
He had been working in a ship as messager , sailor and
chief technician for nearly ten years, He married his wife at
the age of 26 in 1949. shortly after their marriage, he found
he could not support the family with his meagre income of only
$350-400 per month . In order to ease their financial diffculties,
his wife stacteced to sell vefetakkes in Yaumati, Mr,C later
found out they might earn more if he ran the bysiness together
with his wife. He made the decision and began his new career
life.
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Now the couple own a stall near the junction between
Reclamation St. and Pitt St. selling vegetables and fruits. They
can make about $20-30 everyday. They have five children, and
three of them have reached the age for schooling. Though they
are not well provided, the couple seem to be contented with what
they possess at present.
I have no definite plan for my future because I don't
see if there is any suitable job for me. In addition, hawking
is not bad at all.
妈 做 ， 而 且 做 小 贩 都 幾 好
This is the answer by Mr. C to a question on his career planning
in the coming five years. It appears that the couple have no
plan to change their occupation in the near future.
He sees that his children are not concentrated and
diligent enough in their school work, and he is afraid that they
may have little chance to go to secondary school. Though he
doesn't cast too much hope on the future of their children, he
is not in favour of his children's being a hawker. He prefers
them learning machines and engineering instead.
The respondent has an elder brother, and his father
died when he was only four years old. Then the family was should-
ered by his elder brother who was working in the sea. When Mr. C
was in his mid-teen, he was brought by his brother to work as a
（ 對 將 來 有 也 打 算 ， 因 為 有 也 嘢 )
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couple do not go home for lunch until the peak hour is over.
C's mother cooks and takes care of the children at home. After
lunch, if time allows, they may invite their friends to have a
chat alongside with afternoon tea. This enables them to get more
up-to-date information about their business. Then they hawk
again until dinner hour. After dinner, the couple watch television
with the family. They seldom bother with their children's school
work since the couple are illiterate. Their eldest daughter is
the best among their kids. At least she has never repeated in
the same class, he said. But the eldest son and the second
daughter are less promising. They are unwilling to do their
home work, he added.
Regarding entertainment, Mr. C often plays mahjong
with other hawkers. The stake is usually $20 for each game.
He only goes to see movie twice or tice a year because his
working hour conflicts with theatres' showing schedule. He has
no worry about the conducts of the young, since they are only
9, 7, 4, 2, years old. They are not allowed to go out alone
or at night, he told the interviewer.
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messager on board a ship, earning $60 per month. Two years later,
he was promoted to be a sailer through his hard work. Another
four years passed by,.and he again was promoted to be chief
technician. Meanwhile, his salary was increased to $350-400 a
month.
Up till now, Mr. C has been hawking with his wife for
more than 18 years, but he does not give up his sea life completely.
Occasionally, at the pleading of his old colleagues at sea, he
would spend one or two days in the ship as a supply sailor for
making some extra money. On the whole, he enjoys the life of a
hawker more than anything else. As a hawwwker, you have a definite
working hour, usually from 8 a.m. to 7 p.m., and you can get
home early. As comparing Frith the life of a sailor, one has to
face more hardship. The income is fixed, and one has to work
till 2 or 3 O'clock in the morning. he said.
C's daily routine life is as follows. He buys
vegetables in the Cheungshawan Wholesale Market early every morni n g
together with his wife. They order the goods and pay the bill
before going to tea-houses. They usually spend $3-4. The goods
are delivered to their stall about 8.30 a.m. by a lorry. The
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transaction around $80-150 and earns $20-30. He has no confidence
in affiliating to credit society but he deposits two dollars into
the bank everyday. He can also borrow $11000-$2,000 from the
bank under guarantees from his friends. Therefore, he has no
difficulty in getting capital for his business.
C regards cooked food stall hawkers as the best income
group, as compared with other hawkers. Since he 'knows little
about cooked business, he believes he cannot achieve any success
in the field. If the money is not yours it never goes into your
docket."
At the end of the interview, C was asked to show his
attitude towards the careers of being factory worker, office
secretary, primary school teacher, hawker and amah.
He sees that hawking, as compared with the above
mentioned jobs, gives one relatively good income and great degree
of freedom, though he knows little about the income of these jobs.
He also sees that factory workers have to work harder than any
other people. One is bound by many rigid regulations if one
works in factories."
( 唔 係 你 錢 ， 唔 入 你 袋 ）
（ 打 工 都 幾 多 束 縛 ）
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The social circle of C's family is small and limited.
They seldom pay visits to relatives or vice versa. After all,
they are only acquainted with their neighbours living in the
three rooftop cottages built on the same building as well as the
people working near their stall.
Can hawkers run a small business of their own by
saving some money? Mr. C thinks that it all depends on one's
talents and knowledge. "If you don't know the business you don't
do it," he said. As for himself, he thinks there is few hope
for him to do so for he knows little about business except
navigation. Even if he were gifted with $10,000, he does not
regard this as a fortune, He said he would not use it as the
capital to run a shop. "Besides haw,wking, there is nothing for
me to do." But he sees that people in this field can be nasty,
and he wishes his children to take up other careers rather than
hawking.
C believes the golden period of hawking has faded away.
Five years ago, the average profit of selling vegetable was 30-CD
40% which doubles the present rate. Very few people join this






Address: Peclamataon. St., Yapmaita
Place of Birth: Shun. Tak, Kwang Tuna.
Education.: Primarv School
Language used at home Cantorese
Year of arrival a.t bong Konp:1949
Period of living in. the above mentioned flat: 5-6 jrears
Rent: $30
)No. of children.: 2( married
0ccunat on of spouse: Rousewife
Age of spouse: 66
Mr D Was the ow mer of a small shop before the Second World Warn
B t the wa.r made him enn. ess After the war, he T ed. to Tong Kong to
live with his daughter and son-in-law. Since they were vegetable bp.lakers,
he followed them to hawk sweet potatoes for a meagre living, He h.as been
doing this job for over. 20 years.
He always says, For a. man nearly 70 years old like me, there
is nothing better than having a few curs of wine and sleep awagv your
(70
hours. As a hawker, you are so free, life is so enjoyable.“
歲 有 也 好 過 的 康 復 番 □ 杯 ， □ 番 以 览 ， 做 小 販 田 自 由 ）
D was brought uD in a rich family. In Shun Tak, his father owned
a. shop and asked him to he in-charge-of the business w when he was still a.
young boy. In his late ,adolescence, D began to run the shoo independen tl.y
He married his wife in his early twenties and gave birth to two daughters.
The family lived comfortably on the nrofit of the shop until the war broke
out.
When the war ended, D was already 40. His elder daughter who was
married to foreman on board a ship moved to Hong Kong in 1946. Three years
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later, D, alone, came to Honk; Kong; as a. refergee. His daughter was then a
sweet potato hawker in Reclamation street, Yaumti. Right at his arrival,
he became the rartner of the stall.The da.u;hter bought in the inventory
for sale and the father rar the stall.Thet followed this natters until two
years ago when the daughter gave no the partnership.
Starting fr. om 195 5, n moved out from his son in.law's house and
got a sleeping unit in a double-decked bed on a flat 'Nn Reclamation Street.
The rent was 320 a month. Since then, he htarted to sell some other vegetables
instead of all. sweet potatoes. Later on, he found. that he could make 15 per
cent more in profit from sell in vegetables than purely sweet potatoes.
So gradually he gave way to vegetable hawking.
Now, he can sell out one to two pi.culs of vegetables everydayo
Normally he can maintain the profit rate at shout 30-40 per cent and make
$10 4o 25 a day, depending on seasonal variation. D appears to1be pleased
with this sum. W.1 at else can an aged man do to earn such a sum?
As for his planning for the future, he said,
Well, well, future belongs to my grandsons,I am so old.
Furthermore, he does not plan to take his retirement.
If I have a fortune of $10,000, I'll sell less vegetable. But still I'll
make a few of transactions a day in order to kill time. Then I would spend.
the rest time for drink, drink and drink!”
□ 多 菜 咯 ， 求 其 賣 多 少 ， 過 吓 日 启 ， 得 開 欲 香 杯 ）
有 也 工 可 做
（ □ 老 ，
（ 也 都 留 香 俾 ）
孫 □ 了 ， 我 太 老 了
（ 如 果 我 有 一 萬 與 元 ， 我 就 唔 □ ）
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Formerly, D and his daughter ran two adjacent stalls in the market.
Two years ago, the licensee of his daughter's stall took back the stall.
His daughter, owing to the heavy household burden of eight children, gave
up the hawking occupation and went to a knitting factory. Now her post is
a knitting. machine operator.She earns $J.5 a day.Thus Mr. D has to take up
the whole responsibility of buying goods, carrying out the transactions and.
running the stall.
D is used to get up at 4:30 am. Then he goes to Sheungshui an d
Fan Ling in the NeUw Ter. ritories to purchase fresh vegetables for sale. The
succeeding routine programme is to go to a teahouse in the New Territories,
or, if time allors,back in Kowloon and enjoys one or two dishes of appetizers.
He spend about :$2 a.nd then opens the stall. Usually he buys and sells all
in cash.Speaking of frequent patrons and. business, D sighed, Well, actually
it is hard to describe a_ frequent patr. on. You make it cheat, they buy from
you;you make it dear, they go and purchase from others.That is all.The frequent
patrons I kept in those days have all. left Yaumati.Now,only 30 per cent of
my customers are frequent patrens."
現 在 的 人 ， 平 就 □ □ ， 唔 平 就 唔 □ ）
D takes his lunch at Shun Kam Shan Teahouse
He makes great friends with the waiters that they all know his favourite
dishes and tea. When he is at the table, he likes to drink a few cups of
Chinese wine, especially the one brandnamed Chan Tai Kit.
（ 好 難 話 ， 好 多 熟 客 都 搬 走 咗 咯 ， )
( 陳 太 吉 ）
新 金 山 茶 樓 ）
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8 pm is the time for closin. the sta1l, D then leaves the goods at the
stall and goes home. He cooks his dinner alone. He raysha month for a
n ght watchman to safeguard his Te etablesr As for other higcerstal they
have to par 9, $l2, or ever resitcfivly derendin, on the size of their
stalls.Owing to the i.nadeo macy of manpower since the departure of his daughter,
D has bu it up a special favour. of nurch.as inm loca.llyn rodced ver'eta1es
which renui.re, only a m.in i.mum time for finishing;. In previous days, he also ni.i hale
Foods imported from Mainland China. rear the Yaurnati Fruitrholesale arket
Rut the Chinese goods l).sally needs more time and labour in furnishing
After the wor. king hours, D floes home stra for. ward.He reads a little
newspaper and. rroes to bed erly.The chance for taki.n.g a midnight snack is rarea
He seldom goes to see movie too for his poor eyesiht which cannot stand long
hours of concentration. on. screen. He said. that he had har dlyany amusement
except drirkin wine by hi mself AFIaen visits arerare His frenuen.tvisi.toris
confined to his daughter living on next street. She comes to see him every two
or three days.
This is a rough schedule of D's deilylife much. or less the
same thr. ourrhout the year, no matter it is the Chirese New Year. or (hristn,as
There is fees exci Cement in havfkin life Occasional 1zr some other
hawkers would display their goods in front of ktstallard interfer. with
his selling.D ha.s no strong objection arpai.nst it. nlel1, you can.not stop such.
things a1.l the time e Walhen. they real 1.y cr. eate obstruction, T then. tell them to
move a. little. Th.v bother and nuarr. el We kn.or each other." ( 都 唔 阻 得 我 多 嘅 ）
□ 真 阻 的 ， 更 叶 他 讓 開 吓 有 也 好 争 ？ 大 家 都 歲 嘅 ）
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D is a member of the Hawker Cooperatiove Association
It is a king of co-operative charity Body . Members donats donate 80.5
(now increased to $1 ) when a menber dies as funeral subveal subvention.If a
member or any old people in the menber 's familyies, he can receive a
donation of $1,000 . He also visits the bank sometimes for he has a saving
account in the bank.
Based on his 20 years' life experience in Hong Kong, Mr D
thinks" all paths lead to Rome if you really try and work." sothere is
no specific kinds of hawking that will ensure ensure your profit-making
While comparing the income and working schedule ; Me.Dregards
"workers": including the white-collars and the hlue-collares,have a
fixed monthly salary and earm more than the hawkers. But hawkers are
more rekaxed and free and he ranks"factory " the "hardest" job,
for workers have to strictly follow the time table . D knows the Govt.
has ceased issuing hawking licenses Taling about the Hawker Control
Force, He says that they shown up for a year . But he added,
"life would be terrible if they are here."
He iss living with four households and three other double-
deck sleepers on a flat. The house was crowded and most of his fellow
dwellers were artificial hair makers.
D's living space is limeted and he has only one portable
radion as the only visible property.
The interview was conducted in a teahouse when the respondent
was taking his lunch . Mr D was very co-operative .He was curous of
( 小 板 五 )
助 社
( 有 也 話 )
邊 以 行 特 別 賺 錢 , 做 的 來 就 拿 到 錢 , 香 港 的 , 只 要 你 肯 做 邊 會 話 □ 唔 到 食 )
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of the aim of this inter. views But after I told him the materiais were
rrenared for a book, he ceased. guestioning
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Case No. 5
Name of respondent: Mrs. E
Sex: Female
age: .52
Address: A Reclamation Street, 9/F., Block B.
Place of Birth: Tung Koon, Kwang Tung.
Education: Illiterate
Lanuage used at home: Cantonese
Year of arrival at H.K.: 1945





Mrs. E, 52, is not only a hard working vegetable
pedlar but also a busy housewife. Most women at her age would
spend their days leisurely, but in Mrs.E's time-table there are
no such words as playing mahjong, going to teahouses, having
midnight snacks, visiting cinemas or relaxation.
She gets up at 4.30 am, goes to the New Territories
to collect fresh vegetables and comes back to the market at
8.30 am, without rest even for a minute. Since she has no
static stall, she has to carry her vegetables in two baskets
walking around the market place for sale. More over, her hawking
life is not peaceful at all. She is often arrested by the
police or the Hawker Control Force because she has no licence.
My highest record was to be arrested over 20 times in one month,
she told the interviewer.
( 東 莞 )
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If Mrs. E is lucky enough to pour away all her commodities
before noon, she will be able to o home which she gets no time
for a nap in the afternoon because she has to do all kings of
household work. No doubt, she has to prepare the dinner too. It
is her habit go to bed early because she has to get up so early-
next morning.
Mrs. E has been spending her life in such a pattern
for nearly 20 years, but she enjoys it. She said, In this way,
I can earn some money to support my family and take care of my
children at the same time.
In 1943, shortly after the Second World War, Mr. E
came to Sheungshui, the New Territories, from Mainalnd China
with her newly married husband, a carpenter for house furnishing,
and their one-year-old son. They settled down in a friend's
wooden cottage, and the young husband worked irregularly in a
house decoration shop, earning about $500 a month. His income
was not stable for he often had inadequate pieces of work to do.
Mrs. E, in order to tip the family a little, went
to nearby hills and chopped wood for sale with other village
women. She could stand such hard work because she was a
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daughter of a farmer prior to her marriage. However, she could
only earn $2 to $3 a day. Having heard from her friends and relatives
who were in the occupation that hawking might reward her better,
she began to sell vegetables in Sheungshui in 1949, carrying her
two baby sons along. She made $4-5 everyday.
She later learned that Kowloon city was a better place
for hawking and decided to go' there. At the same time, Mr. E
also got a job in Kowloon.. So they moved the whole family to
the squatter area near Inverness Road, Kowloon City, in early
1950. four years later, they were resettled to the V/ongtaisin
Temporary Resite Area when the Government cleared the squatter
place. This resite area is far away from the Kowloon City Market
and is inconvenient for Mr. E's hawking. Ap.rt from this, the
roof of their new house'at this resite area always leaked. Again,
they moved back to Kowloon City by renting a room there.
Duringfhis period, she sold vegetables everyday. Very
soon, her four younger children were born. Their respective age
is now 15, 12, 9 and 6. She suspended her business when a baby
was born but resumed the selling when it was strong enough to be
brought along to her stall. She earned $7-8 a day.
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She did not do anything between 1967) and 67 because
Mr. E could earn more. In 1967 they moved to the present flat
in Yaumati which is very convenient for her husband.
Mr. E resumed her hawking four years ago, and now she
can make about $15 a day. Nearly 70 to 80 per cent of her customers
are frequent patrons. They are well acquainted with Mr. E that
occiassionally they need not purchase in cash if they forget to
bring money. The tempora fluctuation of her business is hih.
The business is usually less prosperous between February and
August, but she earns more in,nnter. Her profit rate amounts to
20-25 per cent.
As for her mone ;T-earning tools--- the air of baskets,
she has asked a mini-bus driver to take them back to aheunghai,
the place where she purchases her goods, everyday after her busi-
ness is over. She can simply go buy the vegetables from farmers
the next morning.
Just like many other hawkers, Mrs. E has never thought
pf taking up another career. I am pretty old now; what is the
use of bothering my family. The respondent finds hawking suits
her very much because she can take care of her family at the same
tile.
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Regarding the social network of hawkers, her experience
tells that hawkers in Kowloon City are mostly Chiu Chow, while
C
more Tung Keen hawkers are in Yaumati and SheunXai.
Mrs. E said that mobile pedlars often had conflicts
and quarrels with static hawkers over their sites. '174hen pedlars
operate in front of a fixed stall they will be ordered to move
away or brawls and fightings may occur. I have been beaten up
several times by such people in the last few years.
This woman hates to see her children to be hawkers.
She said, I will try my best to support them until they graduate
from secondary school. I would like them to get a high class job
--- a job like your work. (Here your refers to the interviewer.)
Herne two elder sons are working now. One of them is
a driver, and the other works in a spinning and weaving factory.
Both of them seldom come back to visit their parents. They earn
$600 and $450 respectively and live alone outside. Sometimes
they bring :100 or $200 back to the family.
The other four young childrenae in schools, and the
total school fee amounts to $78 a month. Her youngest son, aged
only 6, is taken to school by her neighbourer which costs her
$80 €very month.
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As she hawks in the market, the children are left
behind at home to do thier school work. If the motheris unable
to sell out her goods, the children would go to her stall and
eat together outside. She is quite hapy with her children's
performance in schools because all of them are doing pretty
well. They are very nice and obedient. They never go out at
night. On the whold, their companions are limited to their
siblings or children next door;
The social interaction between E's family and their
relatives is limited in a way that they seldom visit each other.
The respondent's husband returns home pretty late after heavy
work at construction sites. Mrs. E has to do all kinds of
washing after hawking. They just don't have time to go out.
In addition, Mrs. E is not familiar with the shop
keepers at her hawking place because she has no fixed spot to
do the business.
She has a general impression that teachers make more
money because it is a high class and decent job. Generally
speaking, a hawker enjoys more freedom but experience good deal
of hardship, she said. She claimed that she knew nothing about
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the Government's hawker policy or the Hawker Control Force. Len
the interviwer introduced the term Hawker Control Ford.e she
immediately asked, Do you mean those people who come to arrest
us? They have not shown up for more than a year.
In a nutshell, she agrees that hawkers earn more than
factory workers but disagrees hawking is a profitable business
of small capital. She does not believe that one should work as
a hawker after primary school education. Even one cannot go
to secondary school, one should go to other occupation instead
of hawking, she added. She shows no attitute towards the
s4Latement of whether one should send one's children to factories
to learn some bread-winning skills.
Comparatively speaking, E's living conditions are
good because the family lives An one flat. Although the dwelling
unit is small, measuring only about 300 feet, they have a nice
bed room and a dinning room. They own a refrigerator, a
telephone, a television set, a dinning table, a desk, and an
electric fan. Two double deck beds are at the corner of the
dinning hall. they are for the children.
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APPENDIX II INTERVIEW GUIDE
A. FAMILY BACKGROUND
1. Do you like your present job?
2. Did your parents have any career aspiration for you when
you were young?
3. that was the career?
4. ghat was the previous job of your family?
5. Besides selling vegetables, do you have other work to do?
6. what is it?
7. Why did you choose selling vegetable as your occupation?
B. HALING ACTIVITIES
1. How long do you hawk everyday?
2. When do you start your business?
3.? Then do you end your business?
4. Among the four seasons, when do you have the beet business?
5. How about the period of worse time?
6. Do you sell vegetables only for the whold year?
7. that other goods do you sell when the business is not well?
8. Besides hawking at your present stall, do you deliver goods
to restaurants, cooked food stalls, or catering stalls?
9. What is the percentage of patronized customers among your
customers?
10. Do you give credits to your patronized customers?
11. Where do you store your goods?
12. After hawking, how do you deal with your goods at your stall?
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C . FAMI ILY PARTICIPATION
1 . Do you need anyone to help you hawk?
2. How?
3. In what way (q.o you have your lunch?
D. DIST7T_RUTION SYSTEM AND 1 iHOT,ES LT.NC
1. How do you buy your goods?
2. Where do you buy?L
3. From whom do you buy?
4. When do you pair the bill?
5e How long have you been. using this method to buy onds?
E. CAREER ASPIRATION
1, Have you ever thought of changing your occupation
2. What kind of jobs do you prefer?
3. Why do you think of changing occupation?
4. What do you plan to do five year_ s from now?
5. If you have $10,000, what would you do?
6. If you are offered another job which gives you the same
income, would you change your present occupation?
7. Which job do you like?
8. W y don't you plan. to change your present occupation?
9. Have you ever thought of running a shop by your. own.?
F. SELF-REGULATIONS AND INFORMAL NORMS
1. How did you get your present site?
2. Does anyone hawk at or in front of ;roar. stall?
3. Why do they not do so?
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4. If they often hawk in front of your stall, how 3o you
keep your stall?
5 Is there any conflict among your fellow hawkers over.
hawking problem?
6 . Why is there no conflict?
7. How do you solve such conflicts?
G. REGIONAL SOCIAL NETWORK
1. People from what countries are most likely to be vegetable
hawkers?
2. How about the situation in Yaumati?
3. How many percent of the vegetable hawkers here are new
hawkers?
LL How long have they been hawking?
5. n-o irou par_ ticinate in credit society?
6 What kind. of bank accounts do -Tou have?
u. RACKG OUND OF SPOUSE
1. What was your spouse's occupation before your marriame?
2. What does your.' srouse do when you hawk?
I. SOCIAL REARING OF CHT I,DRFN
10 When your children were young and had not studied, did
you bring then, to the stall?
20 Among your children, who helps you the most?
30 Why do they help so much?
4. In general, do your children come to help you at your
stall after school?
50 Where do they do their homework?
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J. EDUCATIONAL ASPIRATION FOR CHILDREN
1. How good is your. children's study?
2. Are you annoyed by their bad results?
3. How long do you expect your children to study before
they work?
K. PLAYMATES OF CHILDREN
1. What kind of people do your children play or go out with?
2. Are you familiar with them?
3. Do your children come back on time everyday?
4. Do they go out late at night?
5. What entertainment do you have after your work?
L. SOCIAL LIFE
1. Do you go to teahouse every morning before your work?
2. What breakfast do you eat everyday?
3. Do you bring your children to play on Sundays or. Satur-
days?
4. How about to teahouses?
5. How often do you have afternoon tea?
6. Do you have Western tea or Chinese tea?
7. How often do you go to see movies?
8. Why do you seldom go to see pictures?
9. How often do you play mahjong?
10. How often do your friends and relatives visit you?
11. How often do you visit them?
12. Are you member of any of community body?
13. What are these bodies?
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M.SOCIAL NETWORK
1. Are you familiar with your neighbours?
2. If you have special occasion such as the marriage of
your children, would you invite them for a banquet?
3. Do you get water from nearby shop when you are doing
business?
4. Are you familiar with the people around your stall?
N. ATTITUDES TOWARDS HAWKING
1. Do you think what type of hawking brings the highest
profit?
2. Why don't you do that job?
3. What job brings more income?
4. How about freedom?
5. How about hardship?
O.ATTITUDES TOWARDS THE GOVERMENT
1. Do you know about government hawker policy?
2. What is your opinion about the Hawker Contral Force?
3. What is your opinion about the establishment of teh
Hawker Liajaon office?
P. JOB SATISFACTION
1. How Much business do you do everyday?
2. What is your profit rate?
3. What is your monthly income for hawking?
4. Are you satisfied with your present income?
5. How would you say about the business five years age?
6. How about 10 years age?
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q. ATTITUDE TEST (FIVE-POINT SCALE)
a) It is very difficult to find. a. sii table job in Tnng Kong
b) Hawkers can take care of heir children when they are
hawking.
c) One can never be rich,' unless one does busi.ne ,s a To he
employed means no future.
d) Rather be chicken. head than ox tail., To be P bq,,Tkor i_s
to be your own boss
e) Although white-collar workers an(l. teachers earn. much mo.n.e?r,
they have to spend a lot in. dresses. A hawker doesn't
have to do that and. enjoys more freedom.
f) If you have no skill, you will die of hunger, so
?parents should send children to factor. ies to l.ea-rn. some
breach-wining skills.
In general, hawkers earn more than other rorker
h) Many people say a hawker neguires samall amorrt of can
tal but makes high profit.
i) To do ht sin^ss on. partnership bases means to take risks.
T t is better to do business alone.,
Grain covers pearl, no one knows hawkers earn plenty of
money.
k) Although many i eople sa-fir hawker enjoy frr P Om snore of
children to be hawkers.
















n) Kinds of building the respondent lives
o) Living environment
p)No. of households living together with the resnondent
S. JOB HISTORY
Total No. of jobs
(a) Nature of work
(r) Place of work
(c) Period. of work
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(e) Reasons of change
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2. Time of in.tervriew
3. Length of interview
4. Presence of other people drring the interview




AN ADDITIONAL NOTE ON MY STUDY
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A. Methodological Note
There are many methods to study social phenomena. The
method of case study is often employed if there is insufficient
theoretical or empirical knowledge on the research problem. In
case study, the researcher is allowed to intensively investigate
the diverse and.complex components of a particular set of social
phenomena, identify significant variables and indicate proper re-
search directions for further studies. But one obvious limitation
of such method is non-representativeness of the result.
My study is a case study, and the method of quota samp-
ling is used to draw my respondents. This, however, helps decrease
the bias of my findings and increases the validity of the study. A
comparision on the.indices of sex and age between my sample and the
population shows that my sample matches the population very much,
except for the age group of over 51. However, the findings are till
not statistically representative because quota sampling is a non-re-
presentative sampling method. On the other hand, I would argue to
say that my findings, to certain extent, are representative enough
in case study approaches.
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Source: Yaumati Hawker Liaison Officers'1971
Survey Data.
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In general, the validity of the analysis of case studies
does not depend on whether the case being analyzed is representat-
ive of other cases of this kind, but rather upon the plausibility of
the logic of the analysis. Attempts have been made in my study to
fulfill this. Some lines of further researches have been identified.
These can be used as an indicator in designing a survey in order to
build models and confirm some of my findings. In fact, some of my
findings must be confirmed in a general survey before any general=
ization can be made.
B. A Brief Reference to Hawking in Market Towns
In traditional Chinese peasant societies hawking took
place at market towns on regular market days,q The market days
were usually arrived at in cooperation with other market towns in
adjacent areas, so that traders in the region can go to market in
one town or another everyday, with no conflicting marketless days to
interrupt their routine. A market town, in general, catered to a
number of villages near it within walking distance.
Under such circumstances, hawking was primary a mobile
trading. Market town was a regular trading centres
Martin C. Yang describes in his A Chinese Village
Taitou, Shantung Province as follows.
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"On market days the business life of the town is in full
swing. On the evening before the market opens, the professional
itinerant traders begin to pour in with their wares; early in the
morning come the village butchers with their dressed hogs; the
country merchants with their bags of wheat flour, cans of petroleum,
bales of spun cotton yarn; and the carpenters with their homemade
furniture and farm implements. Later come the traders who deal in
dried foodstuffs, fish and seafood, fruits, pottery, chinaware, and
scores of other merchandise. Then the farmers begin streaming in
from the surrounding villages with their loads of grains, beans,
fresh vegetables and fruits, animal. feed, and firewood. Some also
drive in livestock which they hope to sell or exchange. Later come
the people who have nothing to sell but only want to buy. Some mem-
ber from almost every household in the village is in the town on
market day. In the morning every road leading to the town is crowded
with people. Very few woment go to market, with the exception of
some old women from poor families who carry eggs, or chickens, or
baskets of seafood for sale, or some of their handwork which they
hope to exchange for a little money. (p0191)
This is a very good protrait of a market town in Chinese
peasant societies. The description reveals the traditional way of
hawking. But hawking in Hongkong today is quite different from
that in market towns. Hawking today is relatively static and special-
ized.
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Industrialisation and urbanisation have brought Hongkong
more and more consumer commodities. A large variety of commodities
ranging from complex and sophisticated to primitive are on sale at
many hawker stalls. Specialisation of commodities on sale at cert-
ain location is often found. For example, vegetable hawking is often
clustered around markets in residential area. Few clothing street-
traders or service hawkers are found in such places. Some hawker
bazaars and streets are specialised in garment and clothing hawking
but not other kinds of street trading.
In term of mobility, hawkers today are less mobile in a
way that even a pedlar licence holder often runs his business in a
static manner. He may moves away for only a few feet occasionally.
To cite the example of vegetable hawking in Yaumati, majority of
the street-traders have a fixed pitch or a territory on the street
where they run their business everyday.
On the other hand, the degree of occupation differentiation
in Chinese rural communities is usually small, and villagers often
depend on the outside world for the supply of goods and services.
Local produce have also to be sold to people from outside because no
village's economy is independent. Market towns function to serve
these economic needs. Under such a system, some itinerant pedlars
often buy in local produce and resell them in cities after their
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business in market towns, So pedlars in market towns work like an
agent. However, hawkers in Hongkong today do nothing but retailing.
They buy in commodities from suppliers and retail them to consumers,
Vegetable hawking, as indicated in my study, is a good example.
Since a market town catered around only limited number of
villages, people who went to the same market town were often the same.
Many pedlars were very familiar with the villagers. Such characteris-
tic of familiarity with customers, however, can still be found in some
hawking occupations today. For example, vegetable hawkers usually
have a high percentage of regular and familiar customers. Most of the
customers live near the hawkers. However, it is hard to make general-
isation that all hawkers in Hongkong have many regular and familiar
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